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York, will

the

consultation: (1) to devise means to dc
the fullest possible justice to every human

addresses,

religious

states, &c., of all inquirers and

converts,

in order to insure subsequent pastoral
:
attention to every one.
inquiryto
lectures
of
The course

efforts from

leading others to him, and

the pul-

of church members, on this subject. Possibly tickets, and also conspicuous placards for the places where tickets are

printed, with thé most
to the effect that persons
are not church members,
guilty of deception and

* Either come

those whom it has been ‘my privilege to
hear, fell the great question of questions

to inquirers, and pons asinorum of ex— ** What is saving faith?”
positors,
I must say that his

and

remained so at the end, unbefogged by
provisos or qualifications. Faithis simple believing of testimony, and there are
no two kinds of it. Saving faith does
not differ at all in itself from common
believing in common things; it is only
the transcendent nature and authority of

to work, or

over four

the

hundred

ing four. It is said that the force required
at one time will be eighty, but I think
this must be for the large hall alone.
The chief usher will sit near the preacha telegraphic

now nearly complete. The whole “fund
to be required will amount to $30,000.
Vor.
son

PHILADELPHIA OORRESPONDENCE.

ors, police, and those in charge of the
lighting, heating, ventilating, or fire extinguishing apparatus, without attracting

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 14, 1876.
MOODY

AND

SANKEY.

The desire of the public to attend the
Moody and Sankey meetings increases,

is put in

gratuitously by the Western Union

trans-

The alterations of the Hippodrome are

cluding police quarters, in order to transmit directions for the ushers, door-keep-

The telegraphic apparatus

and. the

an absence of positive disbelief at most.

operator at his elbow, in connection with
instruments and assistants at the entrances and other important points, in-

the attention of the audience.

believed,

him.

as the time draws near for the departure
of the Evangelists. The noonday meet

Tele-

graph Company.

ings are largely attended, nearly every
seat being occupied. But the greatest

Over four hundred Christian singers
from the churches have already volunteered, and are now practicing the hymns

not

it seems,

It was the doctors,

COLORED PEOPLEIN MT.MORIAH CEMETERY.
The stockholders of the Mount Moriah from the Harvard Theological
He became pastor of
Cemetery Company, by a vote of 22 to 2, 1887.
laws, prohibiting the transfer or sale of
‘any lot to any colored person whatever,
or the burial of any colored person within the limits of the cemetery. This action

till 1847.

« Regeneration”;

has been brought about through a case in
some

for

our courts

time

one of the lot-holders

pastors

from

their own

churches.

A

ters

could

reach

their

accustomed

places. Mr. Sankey was hustled around
he
in the crowd for some time before

number of pastors are also holding spe- reached the private entrance, and then it
cial meetings with their nominees, to was only through the assistance of some
assist them by prayer and conversation,
in preparin? for the delicate and solemn

office of dealing with inquiring souls.

The whole body, with many others, are
attending the semi-weekly course of lec. tures in the Fifth Avenue Reformed

Church, on the prominent difficulties and
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NOTES AND QUOTES.

EXCHANGE

There is.g variety of opinion as to the
wisdom or expediency of the repent
that the least said about it the better, and
that the discussion ‘‘ should never have

CONGRESSMEN

occurred.” At the same time it believes
that *‘the proposition to restore tojcitizendisabilities,

under

ship all persons now

in a lump and without conditions, was—
well, it was worthy of a party that fur-

nished all the rebels and all the ¢copperheads’
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well typed by Mr.
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judging from their speeches.”—The Independent
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classes the debate ‘‘ among
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for good.”——The

things evil
Christian

Union speaking of the horrors of Ander-

gonville,
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that

‘¢ Jefferson

Davis

guilty cause, and if he is
may not be the
innocent, Mr. Blaine has done ‘him the
greatest injury ever inflicted upon an
but until the villainies to
American;
which we have alluded are distinctly
traced to some one, it is but natural that

‘suspicion should fall upon those high executive

officers

who

were invested,

by
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Certainly, certainments, then replied:
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ly; and when you change your boot
too.”
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Towa City.
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rsity
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honor.

While in this department she gain-

ed many friends by her modest demeanor,

and the students had only words of praise

died at Dor-

the age of 77
chester, Mass., on Jan. 14,at

for her.

She
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student,
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a lady

a hard and successful

branches than the law.
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years.——The Overland Monthly
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other
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a magazin

Potter's American Monthly,
of history and

science,

interesting matter, the most

of
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literature

of characteristic

contains a vafiety
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rives new interest from the great attentic
that is now turned to our national his
It is an excellent magazine for
tory.
family with historical and biographics
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much alike in aim and geperdl “appearan
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that théy may be. mentioned
conten
in
alike
much
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are
They
Both are excellent every way, and if th
latter should get an advantage over th
former, on account of its smaller subscri]
tion price, we should not be surprised
it. We wish every family of young pe
ple might have one or the other of then
They are published respectively‘ by Seri
ner & Co., New

York,

and

D.

Lothrop

Co., Boston.
Mr, Shorey, Boston, comes bravely
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that the ‘¢ youngest readers” shall have
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¢ Well,” said Liszt, ** 1 played
fainted.
wrong notes all through intentionally—so
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badly, indeed,
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certain
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he had finished, some of his admirers had
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:
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and

expounder

and ‘¢ Missions in
useful information,
Maine” is one whose spirit might not im:
properly be felt in any denominations
work. - New York: Catholic Publication

contribution from

walking

LINCOLN,

and I’m trying to
Church Union.

pet names, and when he has * got up”to

don Standard says the Romanist

as a

and looked into it; then stooped, and
the twigs
Bis hind down through
es, as if to take something out.
secretary said to him, ‘ What do you
there, Mr. Lincoln?” ‘ Why,” .said

these
said that Mr. Cox makes a study of

:

at’ present

is

able

i an d the Church”
sia

I

with his secretafy,stopped at a little shrub,

It is

former the ** hyena from Maine.”

treason,

Hall at Cambridge,

unbroken,
men Blaine and Cox, remains

called

an

his class-mates.

AND COX.

latter

for

Burr

with interest, egpecially b

will be read

Catholics, of whose views this ‘magazine

resident of Chillicothe, Ohio, and enjoys
excellent health, though over ninety years
old.
WiLLiaM PAGE is engaged upon a portrait of the late Dr. Hackett, to be placed
in the hall of the Theological Seminary in
Heis also at work on a fullRochester.
length portrait of President Eliot, of Harvard, which is to be plated in Memorial

the
A Washington dispatch says that ssCongre
en
personal friendship ‘betwe
the

to print

th

Bably

D

pers.

Amnesty debate, The Golden Rule thinks

ly tries to say nothing very exasperating}
in its treatment of it. The paper entitled}
« A Sequel to the Gladstone Controversy

the only
Davip CREEL, probably
Dr.
surviving member of the jury which tried

RAIDS.

THE MEXICAN

The Texas border committee has
pointed a sub-committee to exumine
information in the War department
the subject of raids from Mexico,
The committee will not visit Texas,
will send to Texas for persons and

The Catholic World is somewhat stirred,
over the President’s message, but eviden

octavo of pure

pages

a volumeof 600
toSanscrit.

Ellis of the Monthly Religious Magazine.

it was

where

.decided against the company.

Philadelphia:

past twenty-five years, what would amount

colored family the cemetery company re- has been pastor of the Unitarian church
fused the privilege, and the family car~t-there.
ried the case to the courts

of the poetry

at the University Press every year, for the

Lyrics.”

of ** Christian

He has been co-editor with the Rev. Rufus

Some

in the number is really fine.
J. B. Lippincott & Co.

to
addition

in

that

says

his professional duties he has had

School in
the First

of the cemetery

Speaker Blaine,” and suggests to the
throng is at the evening service; every
of
Democratic party that ‘a few more
every inch
and music to be used in Association Hall. seat has been occupied, and
On
speeches of the kind made last week by
of.
ion
But the organization of the Inquiry standing room taken possess
.
Mr. Hill, of Georgia, who himself is an
turnmany
as
were
there
meetings as the heart and center of all Thursday night
and
ex-rebel, will very seriously mar its
the saving work, as far as itis committed ed away as there were admitted,
lty
prospects at the North for the next presdifficu
greatest
to human hands, exacts the profoundest it was with the
Universalist
l election.”——The
identia
reporand
lists
reviva
study of all. For this work, over five that
the

hundred volunteers, of both sexes, are
enrolled, so far; mostly nominated by

a volume

1860

where

back,

pleasure and profit:

weary with the unequal contest of the last
few years, and proposes to make a new
home for himself in this country.

of Immortality,” and in

or Foregleams

There is a valuable educational paper by
Professor Hart, and there is an excellent
variety of light reading, affording both

be persuaded to say it.”
Faruer HYACINTHE says he has grown

In 1853,he published his book,

the Olden Time;"

per on the ‘notable characteristics of India.

ed a new beatitude: ¢¢ Blessed are those
who have nothing to say, and who can not

Church at Wayland in 1839, removing to
Lancaster in 1840, where he remained

to the by-

have adopted an amendment

Lippincott’s opens with the second article
on ‘ The Century, its Fruits and its Fese
American
tivals,” giving a good sketch
«Up the Thames” is concluded,
progress.
and there is another finely illustrated pa-

Mg. James RussELL LoweLL has invent-

MULLER

Boston: H. O. Houghton

& Co.

BISMARCK, notwithstanding his long par-

The Rev. E."H. Sears, D. D., who died
at Weston, Mass., on Jan. 14, was born at
Sandisfield, Mass., 1810, and graduated

Landis, that did tha killing.

well sustained,

is embarrassed,
liamentary experience,
fidgety and hesitating when delivering a
speech.

Max

Mr. Story in a poem defends Ameri

can artists in Italy against the charge of
fraud, and the editorial departments are

:
Gladstoneis sixty-five.
in
THE “airy, fairy Lillian,” enshrined
verse by Tennyson, is now Mrs. Rawnesley, and the happy mother of seven chi}dren.

for each inhabitant.
EDMUND HAMILTON BEARS:

did not kill

ter.

Mr. DISRAELI is sixty-nine years of age;

less than $1

the Treasurer's report, were

responsi-

Carruth, and therefore was not

ble; and, secondly, that he

actual, positive believing at all, but only

and

instrument

testimony

cendent personal interests involved with,
and giving it practical bearings of trust
and of action, that are peculiar. Men
are perplexed by the practical importance
of their supposed faith, when it is not

more are already enrolled for the remain-

er, with

explanation was the

most luminous, . simple, and consistent
that I ever heard, and what is more, it

and appropriate work. Two of the city
churches have each undertaken to provide the corps of ushers for one evening
week,

ing considerable comment here in this
city, where both parties are well known.
The defense appears to be, first, that he
was emotionally insane when he shot

one of

and

of the Broadway Tabern=cle,

The trial of Chas. K. Landis, at Vine-

land, for shooting Editor Carruth, is caus-

a practical sense. To Rev. Dr. Taylor,

carefully sifted, organized, instructed, and
distributed to their several posts, times,

every

TRIAL OF LANDIS.

interesting paper, and Charles
Francis Adams writes about the compara
C. A.
tive safety of railway travel.
DeKay, a new writer of promise, ccontrib=
utes a powerful and unique tale, and Mark
Pwain has a capital burlesque, which will
be likely to produce a good deal of laughs

Mr.

Lieiit. Governor Newbold.——The Iowa
Legislature has under cons‘deration a
bill empowering train men, stea boat
officers and hotel keepers with authority
to arrest without warrant all three card
monte men and giving justices of the
peace jurisdiction over all such cases. |
The penalty of conviction is the penitentiary.——The State expenses of Iowa
during the past two years, as shown by

World in

a deeply

PERSONAL.

The succession to the governorship could

for the Centennial, left Newcastle, England, on last Monday, for Philadelphia.

John Fiske treats-of the Unseen

GEN. BEAUREGARD has applied to Congress for the removal of his political disaiy
bilities.

not fall upon a more worthy man than

The Swedish steamship, Heimdahl, 2,200 tons register, with a cargo of exhibits

15.—

Jan.

President Grant is determined to preserve public order in Louisiana to the extent of his constitutional powers.
rrr

hil term to commence in March, 1877.

SYP

a similar accommodation.

much neglected line of Christian work.
Certainly, it is safe to say that some of the
treatises will be found masterly ones in

stay at home to pray!”
And those who come to work are to be

in

also of exci

ing unprecedented general interest in this

fraud. The demand upon all Christians
who interest themselves in these meetings will be,

and who will observe the dietary laws of

Greenville,

near

The Atlantic really * presents an. uns"
It cone
broken front of eminent writers.”
tains what no other magazine can present,
Mr.
a poem by Ralph Waldo Emerson.

of her daughter

Tenn.,

of the number

furnish variety and are generally excellent.
New York: Scribner & Co.

among more than three thousand debtors,
most of whom are insolvemt.——The
widow of the late Ex-President Johnson

residence

The whole contents

ion.

$1,960,872, which is principally distributed

IOWA MATTERS.
Gov. Kirkwood of Iowa has just been
elected as U. 8. Senator from that State,

their religion. At the Expositions of
Paris, London and Vienna, the Jews had

schools, now confesses to a change of opin-

the balance still due on loans amounts to

died at the

in the public.

the Bible
the readiofng

exploded Freedmen's Bank report that

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.

pected to visit the Centennial grounds,

any other novelist has lately

Dr. Holland, who has all along defended

of the

commissioners

last week.——The

obo
* +o

ex-

modate the 75,000 Israelites who are

the means of assisting multitudes all
over the land in finding the Saviour and in

pits, and in other ways, are under consideration, to reach the seared consciences

issued, will be
pointed notices
accepting them
or if such, are

tion of buildings to be or exhibition at
the Centennial, passed through Chicago

the council.

grounds of a Jewish restaurant, to acoom-

or

letter from Robert
Davis; Wriwon wevosthe battle of Gettysburgh, ‘and resigning
the command of the Confederate forces,

Japanese goods, designed for the construc-

Atthe same time.the
fairs have taken.”
Christian Union offers what it considers

of various Hebrew congregations, has
made for the erection on the Centennial

that

more_jndictments against officials and oth_ ers connected with the whisley frands at hitherto unpublished
Milwaukee, —— Nineteen car-loads of E. Leeto Jefferson

their

whether

‘* all persons,

and provgh to be oneof the most intense |
ced. * A Piece of Secret History”
the title given to an article presenting a

up
An application, indorsed by Ministers: good and sufficient reasons for giving

try. It is hoped that this publication will
be very widely circulated both among
Christian workers and inquirers and be

for as
aggreif they
doors

thinks that

article on * New York in the Revolution,”

U. 8. Treasurer at Chicago.—TheU. 8.

Congregationalist

up, the

given

onc.

these,

Scribner's presents
the second illustrated

and Clarence Cook furnishes an interesting:
paper on ‘The Hollis Bust of Milton.”
Mail service, lately resigned, has been Bret
ry develops new power,
appointed by the President as Assistant:

and other Ply-

Mr. Beecher’scase

those for the present month, They were

remarkably eXttllent, and so are

hence the favor shown.——Hon. G. 8.
Bangs, Superintendent of the Railway

mouth church matters having been all at

plants of Japan are.

_ ssistance of others, throughout the coun-

concern; and among expedients for the

Special

out

con-

to

council

The proposed mutual

flowers and

nice things the indigenous

room workers will, as soon as possible,
be published by the committee in a condensed and cheap form, not only for
study by their own workess, but for the

monstrance, in crowding into the seats.
Ticket admission, by sexes, by classes,
by profession of spiritual concern or unobject, and for making room
a number as possible in the
of those who will mot go
to stand by the hour at the

and

of the names

soul that may be led to seek salvation,
and (2) to exclude from the meetings,
after the first week, the masses of churchgoing people, who persist, against all re-

after all.

to defraud the Government,and thg other
counts will probably be dismissed.
These men are to turn State's evidence,
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en, themarket
a repres
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and on Sabalf
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Sabbath School Lesson.—Feb. 6.
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

NOTES

BY

Questions see Lesson Papers.)

DAVID

SPARING

. 1 Samuel

SAUL.

31:1---16,

@oLpeN Trxr: ‘“ Recompense to no

evil for evil:

Romans 12:17,

Communications,

anointing, and evidently he had caught

‘ THOSE BLACK MEN."

7, 8. * But Saul rose up out of the cave

man

and went on His way. David also arose
afterward, and went out of the cave, and

cried after Saul, saying,my lord the king.
And when Saul Tooked behind him, David
stooped with his face to the earth and
bowed himself.” (1) David certainly was

Notes and Hints,

1. “And

it came to pass when Saul

was returned from following
tines, that it was

the Philis-

told him,saying, behold,

David is in the wilderness of Engedi.”
(1) ‘Saul was recalled from pursuing David by an incursion of the Philistines. At
that time the fleeing shepherd youth was
, at the wilderness of Maon, a place west of
the Dead Sea, and sonth of Hebron.

From

that place David providentially escaped
to the wilderness of Engedi, a tract of territory near and west of the Dead Sea. (2)
Engedi means ‘‘ The fountain of the kid.”
It is now called Ain Djedy. The fountain is about a mile up the western declivity of the mountain, and is approached
only through, dangerous passes. (8) On
all

sides,

the

limestone

cliffs

abound,

pierced with caverns which, even at this

day, -ero thre TEruge of outlaws. Syrian
chamois and goals live on the hills. Epgedi is east of Maon, six or seven hours’
journey. The caves are dark to one looking inward, but one within, looking outward,could of course see plainly. (4) The
persons who told Saul of David's change
of location may have been employed of
the king to watch the fugitive.

two

accounts

the same;

required this form of greeting.

It is thus

they of the East worshiped God, bowing
their faces to the grou-d.
Myigas
fo
911.
‘ And David sa’d to Saul,
wherefore hearest thou men’s words, say-

ing, behold David sceketh thy hurt?” (1)
The mea abont Saul humored his preju-

dices.

They gave color to the necessity

bent

just the op-

on murder. (2)

kindness and deference for Saul, as if ven-

the

David.

12, 13. ** The Lord judge between me
and thee; and the Lord avedge me of
thee; but mine hand shall not be upon
thee.” (1) This was the appeal of an innocent and injured man. The Jehovah

is in the

since Hachilabh

could uot judge wrongly, could not leave

and Jeshimon are locations in the wilder-

the wronged and defenseless unavenged.
ness of Engedi, not far from the fountain;
God bas said, ¢ Vengeance is mine, 1
(8) Saul and Davidare made to be, in will repay.”
The innocent may.-leav
both, on the same hill at the same time ; their case
with God, but nol the guilty.
23:26 compare with 26:3 (4) the repeti- (2) David declares to Saul
that come
tion of the special remark, ‘“ by the way ;” what will, his hands shall be free from
compare 24:3, and 26:3; (5) the number blood-ghiit
iness. (8) The proverb of the
of Saul's * chosen men”; (6) the same ancients that David quotes includes the
sparing of Saul is reported; (7) David |] ast sentenee of verse 13, and that clause
- makes the same speech, substantially, iu undoubtedly suggested it to David.
both cases; whereas, iad he but shortly
14,15. *‘ After whom is the king of
before saved Sauls life; some mention of Israel come out?” The words “king of
ir, in the last speech, would have been
Israel” are emphatic; as if David thought
natural ; (8) the same reply and prophecy | the king of Israel was a most exalted and
of Saul, in both" cases, appears;
(9) the august personage who had sacrificed his
fact of several duplicate accounts of events dignity. After a dead dog, after a flea.”
in the chronicles of the Old Testament The most sublime pursuing the most ritakes away the iniprobability of repetition

here; (10) many other points of agreement in the nacratives make the supposition strong that David did but once
meet Saul at Engedi. From the dwelling
-—of wild goats there the name ‘ En-gedi”
=~ Was given to * the fountain of the kid.”
The caverns made secure sheep-folds, and |

were‘never out of repair.

The churl, Na-

bal, probably found a home for his three
thousand sheep in these caverns. They
ar: found, by travelers, to be capacious,
and the one supposed to be the identical
hiding-place of David would easily secrete
his small force.
?
4. ** And the man of David said unlo
him, behold the day of which the Lord
said unto'thee, behold I will deliver thine
enemy into thine band that thou mayest
do to him as it shall seem good unto
thee,” (1) No promise of this character
is in the record. Ii is not sugh a promise as we would ‘expect God t¢'make. David, having Saul in

solved from

«ent

A

er, is

Te SponSINy

of Saul.

not ab-

for hi

David, /given

treat-

unlimited

license,by divine promise,to destroy Saul,
‘would not
hgve bad the stings and smarts
of conscie
for simply cutting off the
skirt of his kingly robe, nor have’ had
more respect for the’ Lord’s anointed than
the promise implied that he ought to
have. (2) The fact of Samuels anointing
David had no doubt been revealed ; and
the followers of the outlaw were eneouraged by it to cling to the fortunes of their
leader... They

@

(hi

cies
reign
here
ment

misconstrued

the prophe-

of David's
uitinsate
sicéess '' and
so as 10 make them mean what they:
said. (8) The skirt of Sauls garwas any partof the border; literal-

ly, the wing # of his robe.”
5. ‘‘ And

it came

to pas:

afterwards

that David's heart smote him because he
‘| bad cut off Saul's skirt.” He regards

© himself

as baving

{reated

the Lord's

1 anointed with disrespect, and
science condemns him for it,

his con-

6. *“ And he said unto his men, the Lord

forb
that 1id
should dos

thing unto

‘my waster, the Lord's anointed,to stretch
forth mine band against him, seeing he is
the Lord's anointed.” (1) In the Latin
version of the Old Testament, it is start.

ling

i;

to see Saul here called the Christ of

Lord, Christus Domini, But thus we
the meaning of the word of Christ,
(2) The respect of David for Saul, be-

diculous.

David seeks

to shame Saul,

and to take away the sting of envy.
expressions,
eastern, and
vid commits
could not do
ask God to

The

vengeance, calls down no maledictions on
the king, but, looking

up with" trust, ap-

peals to God to arbitrate between Saul
and him for the settlement of this trouble.
So always we ought to commit the keeping of our cares and destiny to God.
16. ¢ Saul

then

said, Is this thy voice,

my son David? And Saul lifted up his
voice and wept.” Gratitude for sparing
his life, some feelings of remorse awakened by the words and acts of David, and

the remémbrance, 100, of the wisdom and
services to Israel, of the young man, conspired to affect the heart of Saul moand

fill hint with . kindness.

His envy for a while, and if this is the
same account

as that in chapter 26, for

the rest of his life, was allayed.™

:

from regarding
se ‘him as consecrated

ered

person, like a priest. To totch Saul,

therefore, seemed like desecratin

ings

innocent of hands,

since he can say,

‘Search me, O God, and try my ways.”

'

HL)

O14

Sogo

Wren

brave

men,

tremblings

of distress,

and

cheeks

all

with the prejudices,

fancies of our own
own

Le

lite-blood

of

that

lake

of

unsurpassing

ing the day of Waterloo.

Some

party went out the dozen miles

of our

to see the

dreadful field, and returned with such ac-

count of the knavery of their conveyers,
and the unsatisfactoriness of the excursion generally, as discouraged the-taking

it by others of the party. But some who
had been fo the Wirtz Pleture Gallery,
said we must not fail of seeing that.
From our Hotel de la Poste, 1 set off
alone to find it, away on the far south-

and
same

that we were both
place. At once we

little thoughts,

whose doors

7.

sage.

his wife

have

often heard

After we

left, a

*¢ Lake of

the city of Lucerne ‘at its northern, and
thence to ‘the village of Fluelen at its
southernextremity. In the whole course
there was not visible evideuce of one

the lake's shore up to the top of Riga, re-

cently constructed. No sights, no sounds
of business of any kind but what pertained to conveyance, entertainment, lodging
and boarding the flowing throngs of
tourist pilgrims to those scenes combinring the beautiful,. grand and sublime of
naturesto a degree that in connection with

‘what is seen of the people, provokes from
memory the echo of Heber's

description

of a country
*‘ where every
prospect
pleases, and only man is vile." Hotels,

as were their boats, all of foreign

build,

characterization of a whole

country

from

stunted sfature—=not one sample of the
noble,manly or womanly form and deportment did I meet. 1 looked for a face

that we would call, not beautiful,

but so

what he bas seen of some locality of it, or much as handsome or preity; bui not
some class of -its popolation.
It isa *one from child to youth and maiden, to
wrong as great as it is frequent, as our man and matron found. In ove or two
own country has largely experienced in instances there seemed an attainment of
reports of it by foreign ‘travelers,
My the object, at a distance ; but at near apnewly acquired. companion and friend's proach the illusion vanished.
To my estimate of Swiss character from
question was of Switzerland generally ;
my
Lucerne experience, so strangely unbut my answer was from what I had seen
at Lucerne, where my sojourn had been qualified by observation of the contrary in
longer than in all other places of that other places, the young man made no recountry put together.
The impression ply, nor cvineed any feeling of dissent to
of the character of the people there over- it, and on: conversation haa been turned
shadowed my idea of the Swiss generally, to other matters, till it brought occasion
strangely making oblivious the contrary for his telling me that he was a Swiss,—
characteristics of other places, seen both had lived in England a year or tavo, and
was now returning there from a visit to
before and after my Lucerne experience,
and of whichI bad noted in current Iétters his native country. This awakened me
from the way, before, at Geneva: ‘Ink to uncomfortable consciousness of the
“and pen on the bedroom table at the. one-sideduess of. my account of Swiss
Buf he, promptly met my
Hotel, and the Nev Testament volume. character,
apologetic
correction,
with the frank,
Daylight of Christianity again, after the

French

paganism of the

week

preced-

Wonderful—or how accounted foi? How,
but that

of the

people

here

eizht

are

hearty avowal,

““Oh.you are right—it is

just as you tell—and it is those black men
that do it!”
ht

89, in That land, too,

of beauty and

glomw of lake and

‘mountain,

of correspondent

darkness

influence of those figures in

is: evidence

in garb
black:

and
tunic,

gown; and cowl, rife in European cities—
and appearing in places of our country.
And the scheme for their doing it” here
as in the forest cantons of Switzerland, is

plotted by thase move discreetly reticent
than their simpler subjeets whom they encourage with the idea, and who ean not
repress their boast of the expected con-

quest.

Can amore

horrible boding

be

suggested, than the suhjugation of this
land of the pilgrim “fathers, to the dark
vale of ¢¢ those black men I”

New York, Christmas, 1875.

AMONG THE PEOPLE.
Camp Kuarp, Dec. 8, 1875.

ers were mostly Santals, and four

lay

follow forever beyond, , The brightness longue. At other times we have found
and glory of human life in its character hearéys in the
villages. Yesterday. afterand conditions here in Zurich, in contrast
poon|
we
visited
a Santal village whose
:
By
er

=

proverbial that the

ers are those
winds. The
active mind,
tion, ‘around

It_is

attentive hear.

Christians of well trained
words of the speaker, to an
are only notes of suggeswhich he weaves a fabric of

his own, filling the language of the
preacher with a meaning tp himself. As

boishnob and his

the hearer is not entirely dependent up.
on the speaker, even a
d
€ can

be greatly Ingroved Ty 7 ose

our village schools, and is able to read
fairly.

most

He appeared inclined to read and

ditention,

and thereby make something
6ut of
understand.
He bought the gospel of subject if the preacher does not. ’ the
:
Luke, and I ‘gave hin my addressto the | The feeling with which
the speuker reHindus. ' He was among our visitors this gards his subject
should bo auother matevening, and his appearance and conver- ter of attention,
needing the service of
sation indicate serious thoughtfulness.
the eye as wellas the ear. by The §
dy
I learn that there are five families of eye goes far to
improve the.
sic

boishnobs in this village of about twen-ty-five houses, The most of’ these, how-

ever,

|. merits of the sermon, being a great’. help

fo.the preacher, giving hinr twpalse. ‘On
the other hand,to see signs of dissatisfaction or impatience, is enough, to. embar-

instead of following a life of va-

grancy, according to the custom of their
order, turn their attention to the cultivation of the soil. But In doing so, they, in
common

with Brahmins, labor

serious

rass and disconcert

plowing

must

even when

there

productionof good speaking.

Hence, all their

be done

by hired

labor,

reflex

may be a house full of

grants, in

the

Thus it is, that Hin-

sacred

name

must

plow,be is turned of caste, and disowned

by
der
the
mot
by

his co-religionists, The caste, or orof buishnobs, is numerous throughout
country, and steadily on the increase,
only by natural generation, but also
absorption from other castes. Out-

casts, and

even

fallen

women,

are taken

up by the boishnobs and admitted into
full fellowship. In some respects, this
class of people would seem to be in a
more favorable position for embracing
the
gospel than the great mass of Hindus.

While they are in fact a caste by them-

selves, they appear

to enjoy some

nities that are not allowed to others.

immu-

Our

beloved and much lamented brother,

sacred

stones,

“5

5

(urn

it once was, and

their attention

munity.

December 4th,

tween minister and hearer, both

looking

discrimina-

proper

a

tion be made between good and bad
preaching.
The only just distinction
' the measure
must be made by applying
of the written Word.
To be qualified to
try the spirits,

of God,

be

they

whethir

one needs to farnish his mind with Seript< S
ural truth,
of revelation,

As a meansin the -work

hearing has been most highly honored,
being the most spiritual of the senses.
Not tothe sight, hut to the ear, God rethe

in

unseen

works

veals himself, and

hearts and experiences of ~Jfis people.
”
There has been at all times, collateral
with the written Word,

living teacher.

the

voice

of the

Since the Saviour com-

menced his ministry in Julea until now,
there has, perhaps, not been a day in
which the voice of a spoken gospel has
not been sounding in the earth.
As preaching is the principal means employed in enforcing the gospel, 80 hearing is the principal means. of conversion

and of edification in righteousness.

The

effort to which God has given the promise

of saving faith, is hearing the message of
salvation, and freely receiving it.
Rutland, O.
EID 0.

no

A PARAGRAPH

tt ECL

FOR
¥

i

EACH

DAY,
.

A Christian minister once

said, “1 was

never of any use until 1 found that God
did not mike me for a great man. As
soon as I found ont I was not intended for
a great man, 1 found souls eoming ioto
the kingdom.” It is not great men we
want in the ehurch of Go | to-day—it is

DLT

’

My life must once again begin ;

hence so many
and

the

:

New hope I need, and youth

New faith, new love, and strength to cast
"Away the fetters of the past.

:

The weather is simply

makes it difficult crossing the country
with tent, &. We therefore return home

this afternoon, attend our monthly meetings, and on Monday, the-6th, propose
stirting out for an, excursion among the
Oriyaus, going mainly on the high road.
But I am unwilling to close this short
note without urging still another plea in
behalf of the Santals.
Would to God
that the story of one Thakurrah, an aged
Santal beadman, as he. sat by our tent
door and told it me, could be heardby the

70,0000 Free Buptists in America.
He
came (ifis morning early to ask for a
school in his. village.. : He related the unjust oppression of the Hindu zemendar,

renewed,

And more than human fortitude ;

com-

charming now, and the natives are on all
sides gathering in their principal rice
crop of the year, The fields are not yet
thoroughly dry, and the standing grain

1.

I need a cleansing change within,

to something more

useful, both to themselves

a

When

ciples of taste, can

tions from those who go past. But the
whole business is becoming a dull trade
to what

has

upon themselves,

on the whims of fancy, or the mere prin-

of religion.

i. e., beggar's wallet, and lays hold of the

action

to God for the means wherewith to serve
:
him.
Acquaintance with the Seriptures is another requisiteto good bearing. Not up-

be taxed tor their

support.
But the moment one of these
religious vagalionds, under the influence
of a little common sense, doffs-his jbulee,

Moreover,

properly performed, the work of the sanctuary is one of spiritual co-operation . be-

duism becomes a temporal as well as a
spititaal curse. The country may be, and
in fact is, overrun by hordes of lazy va-

The community

speak-

the deportment of a congregation

idle boys, wliq would be glad to follow
the plow. This essentially reduces the

profits of farming.

best of
!

Good hearing has munch to do’ with the

under one

drawback, viz., they ure not al-

lowed to hold the plow.

the

ers,

— Hartley Coleridge.

one]

Satan is a mighty and formidable foe,
but there is not

a believer in Christ, the

very weakest,
the very babe just_enteting

on the Divive life, but, as God the Spirit
puts forth his power in him, is, in that
power, more than a match for Satan, with
all his force and all his cunni

Iv.
In danger and out of

:
dAnger, in storm

or in calm, the serene soul, buoyed

by a

Divine trust, gushes out in prayer, as
natufally, as freely, as waters gush out of
the hill-sides, or sunbeams dart from behind a passing cloud. Happy are they
who possess their souls in peace, whose
hearts are always charged with prayer,

and who make it the spirit's daily: and

simply because the latter knows that the

richest diet.
4
Vv.
$i)
A man mist not only desire to be right

manjhees, or

wish to send this ballso as to’ kill the lion

Saotal is belpless. He told meof the
drunken habits of bis neighbors, —fellow ‘he must be right.
headmen,—of his own

wile

You may “say, ‘I

crouching yonder, ready to’ spring upon
me! My wishes are all right, and I hope
was willing, thongh, pootor,
build a Providence will direct the ball” ' Provi“school-house, if I could give him a teach- dence won't. * You must-doit; and if you
er. This I hope ere long to be able to do. 'do not, you are a dead man.
But when, oh, when will our friends af
VI.
:

and two sons. © His oldest son drinks
moderately, his’ youbgest not at all, Hb'|

home send us the men and the money for

prosecuting

this good work

‘among

the

Sdntals? From thé Englign and Scotch
missions, I' have eicoiitaging ‘reports.

They make the Santal a specialty, and
God ULlesses ' their labors. Brethren and

sisters in Christ, come
come soon.

to our help, and

Send two new men express-

ly for the Santals,

J. Primes,

“Under ber wings,”

Tt is nature ‘that _

teacheth a' wise man in fearto’ hide him-self. But grace and faith doth teach him
where. * Where should thé frightened
child hide his head but in’ the bosom of
- father? ‘Whére a Cliristian but
his loving
under the shadowof the’ wings of Christ,

his Saviour ?—Hooker,
-

]

|

vi,

If you walk with Christ, keep out of all
evil
company, of all evil associatioiis, keep
BY 8. H. BARRETT,
irr
from all evil places, from every place
A distinctly forwed.purpose of ‘giving where you can not go in the spirit of
attention is the first elementin the art of Christ, amd that, if upon earth, yon
might
hearing the gospel,
The duty of the not-expect to meet him there, If you go
| bearer is-to come, with attention alfeady
out of the territory where he would go,
prepared, to the place of worship.
By you need not expect to find. him.— Bishop
waiting to be aroused, time is lost. The Simpson,
n~
|.
wv
earlier part of a sermon, generally contains the key to the whole,
What follows
Let us not expget too much pleasure in
‘can neither be fully understood nor turnthis life, no sitdation is exempt from

HEARING THE GOSPEL.

have -gle for this present life, besides what is to

Protestant testimony of Calvin and Zwin-

wandering mind can find none.

present of half a

three sons, at their own door.
One of
the young men had once attended -one of

that of the

the Four Canlons,” washing the borders
of four of the * Five Cantons” &o notoriously the stronghdld of tlre Papacy
in Switzerland in'the time of the Reformation, and contintling so 'to this day.
I coursed the shores of the mountainbosomed like, from Alspach, the west|
ern of its three singular extensions, to

steady aud systematic attention will

discover instruction when a careless and

dozen eggs were sent us. Both last evening and this, quite a number of villagers
came and sat down in the tent, and listened to the, word of life, and then remained through our prayer meeting.
This morning I had a long tulk with a

Rawere companions; fellow-pilgrims to the or built by foreigners here. On Saturday
da, who died several years ago, after
same shrine. Aud he, knowing -the lan- | evening our hotel proprietor gave a musisome fourteen years of active service in
guages (French, German and Dutch) of cal entertainment by a large band on an
the Lord's vineyard, was a boishnob when
the city, we had no difficdlty in getfing extemporized p'atform on the plaza of he first came to us in Jellasore. One of
1 went out and
passed : the
direction for the rest of the way.
To- the house.
members of the Santipore church, and
gether we viewed the Wirtz Gallery, the through the multitude gathered there to
his wife, were also of this class, The
Not a cheerful face
only spectators for that hour.
more lazy and dissolute of the order preAny in- hear the music.
could
I
see,nor
cheerful
voice could I hear
telligible description of its picturings of
fer to swing the jbhulee, and, pleading the
among them as they stood stolidly, or
the terrible, the awful, the horrible,—yet
divine right of their order, lead a vagrant
not -avithout. example of the beautiful,— wandered restlessly about. Stolidity and
life, as destitute of any high and noble
would require the space of a chapter for sorrowfulness were the general expression
purpose as the wild dogs that prow! about
of their faces. Coarsely dressed as coarseitself,
the streets and lick up whatever is thrown
Together we returned to our hotel, 7 featured, of siature. generally below
out of doors.
Not afew cuitivate lowers,
He spoke English well, with such a pe- medium, they scemed stunted, stupefied,
especially the marigold, awd weaving
Scarcely
caliarityof tone and pronunciation that as by privation and hardship.
them into garlands, contrive to peddle
1 took him for German in nativity and ed: | betler was the show of the eathedral conthem off among the people as something
ucation. Our conversation turning from gregation next day,even in holiday attite
sacred, and iu return obtain small graand spirit, nor in the multitudes promethe characteristics of the picture gallery,
tuities, and thus set up a shop in some
and passing observations of the city in nading the beautiful grand plaza of the
public place, and exhibit various images,
city’s front and lake shore.
Still there

My answer had the fault,—the crime,
I would confess, if unintentional wrong
may be. called crime,—of. the traveler's

A

to be pleased with our mes-

cal name Lucerne,

porters, guides, boarding-houses, carriages and boats—only these were apparern border of the city. The way was ent. There were the often stops of our
plain enough in ascent of the great street boals “in their course around the lake's
| to the cathedral and the square of the an- shores; but the passengers landing. and’
cient imperial, kingfy and lordly palaces, coming on board were ‘foreigners in the
and on beyond the table-ground of the process of their journeyings, or making
thick-wooded, clean-swept park; but be- excursions from their boarding-places:
came difficult in its turnings by the fur- These villages along the narvoy border of
ther streets, and through avenues of scat- level ground between lake and monntain
tered buildings. The difficulty was in ask- are made up of hotels and large, uncouth
ing and gaining direction from persons who buildings with blazoned in great letters,
some of
understood not my language, as I under- *¢ Pensien,” (boarding-house,)
these
buildings
weather-worn
and
dilapistood not theirs, till overtaken by a young
man of genteel-dress and manners, hand- dated. What few of the natives are mixed
some features and intelligent countenance, with the passing thrangs, are far from
to whom I exhibited my card inscribed with pleasingin appearance of either. person
the name of the place sought, and gestic- or manners. At Fluelen, seeing a steamboat boiler lying on the shore, I thought
ulated inquiry for direction.
Somehow
came the discovery thatA we could both there was evidence of manufacturing at
last; but no, it was imported, I wastold
|,SPeak English,

seeking the

and appeared

very friendly appearing

pale; and sudden pariings such as press spark of enterprise or improvement, with
out young hearts—and the single exception of the railroad from

the life from

head man and

beauty, baying, besides its sweetly piusi:

brethren were present and spoke to them
of the way of life, in their own mother

and, passions; and

little circle, or our

never been opened to new ideas or bright

¥

the

This is a Hindu village near the large
weekly market at Kenda Kuota. We
came here! on the morning of the first
inst., and attended the market, Our hear-

As js the fresh air toa close, infected
room, so is the keen, invigorating breeze

ly

rs

of that

night,” and veflectand

that

Protestant to one Roman; of the people/there, seventeen, Romanists to one
| Protestant.) Geneva and Zurich, in what
they show to the passing traveler; as
comparedto what he sees of Lucerne,
demonstrate the redeeming efficacy of Lhe

—

unl6 the Lord.” (8) The remem- feelings, whose windows have been closed
of his own ‘anointing way also | against all wider and higher views.
dls

With our tourist party I was in Brus.
sels, aud lo sympathizersin Childe Harold's . pilgrimage, the streets of *‘ Bel

. PRACTICAL HiNTs. That God will overing ;"—and in passing through the Vaud
throw in the end the devices of the wickCabtow:
‘ Landscape changing from
ed against the righteous is' séen by the
vine-clad hill-side to golden grain-fields,
.issue of this' case. The" ways by’ which
and meadows of most ‘living green, all
God works are not always plain, but the ‘a’ ‘garden of high cultivation, and habita-.
result is never in doubv.’ From’ David's
tions of éomfort and thrift—and groves
regard for the Lord's anointed, we may, and forests of thickly planted trees, of arlearn how to respect sacred things, the rowy straightvess ‘and tall; and. in dischurch, the ministry, holy ordinances, the tant view, mountains mantled with everSabbath, prayer. That it is better to suf ‘lasting + snow-white + purity, ‘no wonder
fer wrong than, to .do wrong, and that for the Switzér's love
of home!"—and
when we, thus do, God will “plead our after Lucerne,
af’ Zurich: *¢ Translated
causé” and right our ‘wrong, we can not from a world
of one sort 'to a world of
fail to' learn, Perhaps
we should here
another sort ‘by the half-day’s journey
call to mind what Jesus says of the treat- from Lucerne
‘hereto 4<Here meet live
ment of enemies, ‘and ‘the spirit towards people, of countenances intellige
nt, pleasthem which’ he’ tells’ us to cherish. : We
ant, happy; of features pleasing, of form
see, too, what an advantage acerués to
comely— different from Lucerne as brighthim in tronble who is pire in heart, and
ness of day from darkness of night.

the throne of God, which pours into
‘eausehe was * anointed” of ‘the Lord, {zom
the narrow chawberof the heart, stuffed
‘uro

by that act to the Lord 4nd hence as'alsa-

black men of Rome in Switzerland.

shone o'er fair- women

tell

“dead dog,” “a flea,” are
our return course, to characteristics of
very common.
Again, Da:
§
fulness of
the counto Jehovah hise
—the-eountries through whieh I had passtenance and unbeauty of featuresin all the
ed, he asked specially, ‘“ What do you
this.
He would not dare to
be his judge.
David adds,
think of the Swiss people ?”
. of p-bundreds, thousands; and the generally

“ and plead my cause; that is, take the
charge of and exeente judgment on my
case according to its deserts. “ And deliver me ont of thine hand.” This would
be the consequence of the Lord's pleading the cause of David,
The ‘piety of
David, as well as his innocence, appears
in his address to Saul. He calls for no

mentarily,

but of black men of Switzerland—rather,

whisperings with white lips, ‘ The foe!
they come! they come !'—On night so
sweet, such awful morn to rise !"—bring-

Oriental politeness, too,

erating and submitting like a son to him.
Saul was old enough to be a father to

cave.” This whole account is supposed
to be repeated in chapter 26. Reading
the two together these points of agreement are found: (1) that the report is,
in both, ‘brought by the Ziphites; (2)
was hid

a

The evidence of Dawid's innocence of that
charge was in his hand. He, holding up
to Saul the skirt of his robe, showing him
how easily his life could have been taken,
appeals to him to notice this proof that
he, David, was innocent of evil designs.
(8), David says to him, * Moreover, my
father, sce, yea, see the skirt of thy robe
in.my hand, calling him * father” out of

cotes, by the way, where was a cave, and
Saul went in to cover his feet; and David

where David

fore his master.

posite party was

seek David and his men upon the rocks of

the place

was that of

subject before his ruler, of a servant be”

ing the life of Swul, whereas

the wild goats. And he came to the sheepand his men remained in the sides of

postureof David

‘black nfen he spoke; nor yet of Alriéan ; |

and all went merry as a ‘marriage bell—
on with the dance, joy unconfined !"—
but changed to *¢ gathering tears and

Lucerne,

26, i876,

strangely. limited to observations on the
shores

ive of the scene when ** bright the lamps

curefal to put himself in a safe place be:

(2) The

with

¢¢ It is those black men that doit,” he
said, in deeply sorrowful tone.
He was
not an American, nor was it of American

*¢ sound of revelry by

JANUARY

Zwingle here paid for the blessing to generations following him, was not a piice
| too great fur the purchase.”
Though I had experienced these differences in my course through Switzerland,
my answer to the general question: was

BY REV. E. M.

gium's Capital” are still resonant

fore he called to Saul. It'would not do
to ‘trust his life to the magnanimity of
such a man as Saul
The other account
has it that David ¢* went over to the other side, and stood on the top of a hill afar
off, a great space. being between them.”

of slaying David by slanders of’ the
*“stripling.” They accused him of ‘seek-

2, 8.
“Then Saul took three thousand
chosen men out of all Israel, and went to

STAR.

have been silently educating David for
many months in this view, He was to
solve the significancy of his own strange
the hope of the promise by that act given
him. Thus, too, he educated
his lawless
band to respect things sacred to God.
It
was not, however, on his part, a mere act
of policy to save Saul. He stayed, for the
redson given, his hand and that/of his
men.

PROF. J. A. néwe.

MORNING

gL

its proper account, if the

carelessly suffered to escape
mind.

first

part

from

the

wrouble. - The best persons are, nodoubt,
the lppiost, but they too have. their. tri-

als and afflictions,
:

fr

+

eve

El

/
RR

MY SOHOOL.

God und thyself can hear,”
The poor {fellow erncked his whip ani
pursued his journey, but he could not get
over his master's words. Some time alt-

——————

nse

'I sat in the school of sorrow § ;
The Master was teachivg there ng,
But my eyes were dim with weepicare,
And nly heart oppressed-with

er, his master observed

seeing/his face divin
nder compassion
Sori nears hearis like mine,~

And

thought of the burden

only

- 1

1 The cross

The chomdn 8
A

v,*

A stor

ie, bame/motinear

Ayo ned io

ng eye
Master watching,

been with me, and had Known

him say,

And I thought I heard

« My child, thou must take thy burden,
Aud learn thy 1ask to-day.

way I 161] the yeasoh;-

« Not now

forthet to know,

is

Hud given me strength to bear it,
And say, * Thy will, not mine

.

glorious sunlight

And ever the

From the heavenly Home streamed down,

.
Where the school-tusks are all ended,
And the cross is exchanged for the crown.

ES
Gh fi

DIVERSITIES OF GLORY.
There is a peerage in glory. There
distinctions and diversities among the
ly and happy spirits of heaven. They
not all witlk on the same dead level of
lioity. gud honor, nor all on the same

are
hodo
fesu-

There are degrees of exdignity. They are all holy

—premehights,
altation and

ey all wear the same likeand happy.
ness of
Christ. They sing one song.
But there is still room for a diversity ol

loy and

reward.

When

John

looked

n through the open gate he saw some
whose garments shone with an exceeding
luster. distinguishing them from their felasking,

forbear

not

lows ; and hé cold

“Who are these that are arrayed in white
raiment, and whence came they ?? And
Daniel tesiifies that ‘they which {urn
many to righteousness shall shine ‘as ‘the
stars forever and ever.”
It is on this testimony of Daniel that I
wish to dwell. Suppose a man converted
on his death-bed, his last breath expended on bis first believing prayer, and receiving ke the dying thief, as he Jeaves

this world, the

pledge of Jesus,

shalt thon bg with me

“To-day

in Paradise.

Ie

goes up, indeed, to the celestial city,

successor P
Uncas?

He

. 18 saved. But he goes alope. None of
all whom he has known in the fellowships

fear

to

him

(/

the

whom

hat re

i

A

Y

more than’

Aad)

ike i
Y

5

¢)

Weiitiods
&

}

antic oon

t they

to righteousness shall
{
If rever and ever.
and fi nds, do! nL
you covet

hidag é wt: houars and
joys? It do
‘to’ wi ll
Oe
hon
You

need not spenk with eloquent Tips. Without the iufluence of place and
position

Jou may win this reward. Souls are
w ng or you." ‘Salvationfs ‘staked on
our

plea

A carrier in a large town in Yorkshire

heard

his carter

one day

in

the

swearing dreadfully at ‘his hovses:.

yard

The

© carrier was a man who feared God, spent
his Lord’s day as a teacher in the Sabbath

hath

school,
iy

and

endeavored

to

promote

the

spiritual good of his fellow creatures. He
was shocked to hear the terrible vaths that
resounded through the yard. He went up
to the young
man, who was just settin
off

with

his

cart

for

Manchester,

and

kindly expostulated with him on the enor.

mity of his gin, and then added:

*‘ But if

He is inyited to

come to the altar.’ He says: '‘I'shall
never go to the altar, ‘F will get religion

He is invited to the anxious

seat, * I shall not go: I shall get religion in my closet.” He is invited to the
“I stall not go. I
inquiry-meetings.
will get religion at my business.” Days
and nights pass by, and the man is not
He is seeking religion
converted. - Why?
on one knee.
Another is convicted.» He wants religjon. He seeks it, but not in God's way.
He wants the Lord to save him, and let
prays, but no
him tipple a little. He
blessing comes. He is only on one kee.
Get down on both knees, and Christ will
save you, Give up your tippling, and be
willing to be

saved a

sober

man.

The

Lord never converted a man while drunk.
The Holy Ghost can not cleanse the heart
of a sinner while his stomach is full of
You are
Down on both knees.
gin.

saved.

A third is going to be saved with

his theater-going.

the theater.

He

He

will not give

prays for the

save him, with the theater.

Lord

The Morning Star.
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disease,’ when

cured of it?

they

Dr.

can

Sage’s

will eure the worst A

Postage is paidby the publisher.

weeks, on superior paper, beautifully iHustrated.

Both papers are of the same size, but the LrrrLs
STAR fis for an older
MYRTLE.

Terms: single copy, each, dresgj each,

h; in

fact, it is the only sure and safe remedy

"CABINET ORGAN
P

dressed the old chiel:

¢ Zachary, the beer

The

what

Do you know that I am

an

In-

up

to

If he can not

be saved and indulged in theater-going,he

deaths and maladies, where now a desire the Star. In' doing. 89, we shall benefit
to'ndt offend, leads to the assignment of the subscriber more than any other per-

some ‘other cause.

gti

son. And we may commend it with conto all, as a paper that is liberal
fidence
Ex-Gov. Dingley is satisfied’ with’ the
alive to every good
progressive,’
He says, and
temperance outlook in Maine.

TEMPERANOE ‘OUTLOOK IN MAINE.

in an editorial in the Chris, Mirror:
Our own.

‘observation,

as’

well

+= DIPEOM

VIERA1673: PARIS 1067
J 2 TII0N

u

wiknie

“Burope, or which

Ribs

the

Said a pastor to his congregation, on
the first Sabbath in Javuary: *‘In promade much greater progress’ in Maine viding yourselves and your families with
thanin any other State, and that its conmatter for the year, let me ad-

very general testimony of others, satisfies us thatthe causé: of. temperance has
dition to-day is more fayorable than at any

revious period in our history. Not only
is ‘the law which prohibits drinking-houses and tippling-shops move generally. and
effectively enforced: and the .number of
suspected dram-shopssless than has been
the case at any time since prohibition became the policy of the State,nearly twenty-five

516 Thousand

years ago;

but

also, as

would be

| perance sentiment, more general

temper-

ance work, and fewer indications of intemperance than have ever existed here
before and

very

far

in

adyance of any-

thing-we have everfobserved elsewhere.
rt

cml

I

+l

——

“FAOTS ARE STUBBORN THINGS.”
Thousands of human
borne

down
not

on

the

in

beings are

current

to the gravy, just
possess

| themselves.

of

OW

wih]

Luly Tee

|

extraordi-

.

(sent free).

yeaxly
hed

knowledge

Samaritan

a

sufficient

of

A

man meets his neighbor,
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giving
giving

ress,

Box 741, St. Joseph, Mo.
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Consultation free DYDr. KECK’S new method.
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Medical
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P.
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Dr.
Address
mail,
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rector, 8 West 14th street, New York.
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{# the ’ denominational Hymn Book, exten.
used, printed on

both white

and

tinted

paper. Largebook; in Sheep, $1.00; Moroeco,$1 10 ;

\

Morocco Gilt, 1,57; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage,
16 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, T

'

cents,

i

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 226 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
35
cents; postage, 4 cents.
The Choralist
/
“is a larger book of hymns and tunes than
the Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage, 11 ots.
The

Book

of

;

Worship

only a few copies left. All gilt edge; $1.00.
The Tribute of Praise.
.isa Hymn and Tune book, prepared for no
sqcial
ohe denomination, and: is well adapted to

$1.00

Price

singing.

worship or congregational

per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more
dre taken. Postage, 16 cents.
Butler's

Theology

&

discusses briefly, butjclearly, all the question
of doctrinal theévlogy, and the’ author's views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 24 cents.
/
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, aud the
It is an
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 22 cents,
i
The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
and our general
«| held by the denomination,
usages in church-building. IL 18 published by au-* ;
thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pos'| tage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
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male Complaints in general.

A Baths given at all times, over Gatehouse’s
Book Store, up TWO FLIGHTS.
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Church Member's Book
is a'valuable little work, and every Christian
would be benefited by reading it, 25 ots; postage’
b cts.
Thoughts upon Thowght
is a Peprint of 130 pages from an English
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Memoir of George Ty Day.
contains a Narrative of Lis Life, Letters, Ser~
mons and Lectures. Price $1.50 and $2.00; postage 20 cts.
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Free. Baptists

of the

give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians ‘in New York, till the time of their unfon withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.25.
Whe Minutes of the General Conference are published in pamphlet form ai the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace, |
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions. 50
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Memorials
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The greatest remedy of the age for the removal
Humors, Rheumaof Chronic Diseases, such as
tism, Sciatica, Neura lia, Lead Disense, Poison by
Piles, Colds,
Asthma,
Catarrh,
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~ With a look of pitying love,
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though I was alone, yet God was wilh
me; and I trembled to think how he had

Thy will be done,”
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what you said to me about swearing? I
was thunderstruck. I went on the road,
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Lord, you ure seeking upon one knee. clogs up the ;

that he asked him if hie wanted anything.
“Ah! master,” said he, ** do you know

before me lay,
hung
thick above me,
Walt of day,
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and was very much surprised (o see him
so much altered, There was a seriousness and quietness about him which be
had never seen before; and he. often
seemed as if he bad something Lo say that
he ¢ould not get out. At length his master was so ouch struck with his mapper,

Tnstead of looking upward, e,
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will not be saved at all: What presumption to ‘suppose that the Almighty can
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Doctrinal,
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Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a desirable church covenant.
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HULING;

ations that beset “the prosperous, and
keep up the work of crying ‘ Behold the

Lamb of

God!"

into the ears of philos-

ophizing and skeptical thinkers, it should
still be our ambition to lift up the lowly,
our joy to carry relief and hope to suf\Hferers, and our glory, as it was our

ter's, that

*‘the

have

poor

Mas-

Gospel

the

preached to them.”

without fear, or much

of the rec-

ord of the past decade will be obliterated.
In saying that, we would not be understood as speaking iin a partisan sense.
It is okt a time to inquire whether

one is

a Republican or a Democrat, but, rather,
is he a patriot, and true

to the

best

ex-

pression of patriotism ‘that his country
has made. The South should of course
be treated with fitting generosity and for-

bearance, but the experience of the past
week or two has shown us that there
is not the end butt the mere beginning of should be limits to that forbearance.
LET it be remembered

that conversion

Christian life. The life-work is not done ;
The country is now partially under a
it is only accepted. The character is not new Administration.
Let us carefully
really fashioned after the divine likeness ; observe its line of policy and its spirit,
the model has. only “been received, and and particularly se in view of the appeal
the grace that is to build it up into the that is by and by to be made to the Nadivine likeness offered an opportunity to tional ballot. If it does well, let us apwork.
The convert is a disciple; but prove it. Ifit does badly, as it seems
there are many and difficult lessons to inclined to do, let us be sure .to eonlearn before the scholar will. embody--the demn. it,
plan of his Teacher or can be. exhibited
ic
mere nd, (JEN
as a finished product. But through it all
* A HIDING-PLACE.
Christ says,—*I will
nor forsake thee.”

never

leave

thee

Manygo astray because

they have no’

hiding-place, no refuge from the assaults
of wicked men and women, as well as
MosT men are too hungry for compli- the enticements coming directly from the
ments and place. They wish for the easy adversary.
positions and the large human pay. The
There are times. when we need such a
task which is God's grant of honor they shelter,and he who is wise will then seek

take as a human hardship,
hardly be endured. Labor

which can
is seldom

sweet to them or made beautifu: to others,

because there is no sacred motive which
transforms it into a privilege and invests
‘it with. dignity.

And so the joy of the

true server is unknown, and half

the

ef-

ficiency is lost through lack of sympathy
with that high type of life which Christ

has exalted in his Gospel,—** whosoever
will be great among you, let him be your
minister.”
JANUARY 27th is appointed to be observed as a day of prayer for colleges.
Let us see to it that the daybe not allowed to pass without a fitting observance of
it. The educated men in the next twenty
years are the ones who will wield the
greatest influence in the country. How
important then that as students fervent
prayer be offered for them, that they may
get'true wisdom.
For all the colleges
in the land, and especially for our own at
Lewiston and Hillsdale, let us offer the
effectual prayer of faith,

it with all his might.

hot breath of the sand-storm™ in the desert, expecting to overcome it, as to stand
in the way of certain temptations and

not to fall.

affliction has come upon

them,

are

con-

scious that a loving Saviour is helping
them bear it, as well as that a loving
Father has allowed it to visit them.
We know of no surer test of the consoling and comforting value of the Christian
religion than such an experience affords.
It enables one to look beyond the grave,
even, and see that those who have died

in the Lord are eternally blessed,—safe
in the Father's house. Such experiences
must eventually come to the most of us.
Have we that trust and hope that will
- enable us both to bear them calmly and

Courage

and fool-hardiness

are distinct. We may not always see the
line of separation, but we know that it is
surely drawn.
The sources of all deliverance are from
above, but the means used are adapted to

differing temperaments

ings.

and

surround-

That which is most nearly associ-

ated with the

idea

of the

true

and

good in our minds, which feeds our

the
aspi-

rations and nerves us to the attainment
of a higher life,—this is the citadel into
which we may flee for safety.

“It may be a song around which cling
fond recollections, and the thought, or
the singing, of which drives the tempter
hence. - It may be a page of some beloved author, a passage that thrilled us with

the joy of kindred sympathies and a newly found friendship.
Better than these
is the warm heart of a true friend, into
whose presence we may come and find

protection,
Happy are they who, when some heavy

As well face the

Itis related of a good man,

who was noted not less for his genial ssympathies than for superior merits in’ his
profession, that he once picked up a
drunkard on the street and took him
home. After regaining his sobriety, the
poor fallen man confessed his weakness
to withstand the temptation to drink.
The good Samaritan told him to come and
stay in his study, whenever he was harpetite. The man did so, and as long “as
his friend lived and he could go and sit

beside him in times of sore temptation,
he escaped the wiles of the enemy

of 85.

THE DRIFT OF LEGISLATION.
If any one had predicted at the close of

“ the Rebellion that in ten years from that
time the Vice-President of the
acy and seventy of his

Confeder-

associates,—lead-

with no direction about it, as we

‘Stites Congress, he could hardly have
been believed, But we find that to be

“been growing up ambirg us

during the

rects us to use,

which

The

our

Father

purpose

sure

The

discussion

it provoked was remarkably

sharp,

that

and

reminded one of the old debates when
such men as Haleand Sumner and Brooks

“and Douglass contended for the tiiumph
of

opposing

were madé

principles.

that must

several persons

who

Revelations

have astounded

may

have

fancied

"that their record was. not quite So well

The

Baptist

ed, the pivot of debate being some resolutions presented by Dr. Armitage and

intended to be a platform for close communionists. During the meeting Dr. Jef;
fery made an effective speech in explanation and defense of his own position; giv-

ing a history in detail of the circumstances resulting in his coming to Brooklyn,
and his being considered an open communionist.
Portions of the address were
ye
its conclusion was
reached in the declaration of Dr. Jeffery
that he believed the right to commune,

as well asany other privilege, wasnot derived from baptism, but from faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ. They might smoke
him out, but if this was open communion
the conference must make the most of it.

Rev. Dr. Thomas made a forcible speech
in opposition to the resolutions. They
imputed weakness and shakiness to the

it was well known that re was nothing’ of
the kind. After remarks by other gen
tlemen the conference adjottrined in confusion without taking a vote on the resolutions. Thus it will be seen that the result was practically a triumph for the libs

The resolutions would natural-

from them, and

late meeting may be changed,

too many of ‘them to be published, we
must forbear letting the public read what
the friends of the Star have said about it.
of the best of family

papers,

and that

there isno more fitting opportunity Ahan

.with almost no effort.
t us do some
of the old time work for the paper, such
as our fathers did forty and fifty years

ago. We promise to do all we can to
make it worthy to be worked for.
CORRECTIONS.

In ‘the semi-cenitennial

number of the Star, the letter from Rev.

Hubbard

Chandler, dated Raymond, N.

H., should have been Raymond, Me.

.

Parsons to the Education Society amount-

ed to $15,000.

We are

informed

ground, and that the spirit of Liberty and } Lamb was. settled

that Rev.
in

George

interesting

to

she has

a

deadly. hatred for them, "and"

makes use of every artifice for their annihilation.
As soon as the Catholics here
have attained a sufficient majority, re-

ligious freedom

in the United States will

have an end.

The

editor of that paper is evidently

too ‘*indiscreet” for a Jesuit, for he has
told the truth in a blunt way, at a very
critical time for the church.

. ENGRAVING OF MR. DAY.) We have
procured engravings from the plate used
in the

Memoir of Rev. G.

F# Day, suit-

able for framing, ten by fourteen inches:
Price 30 cents for the plain proof, and

cents

for the India proof, including

postage.

:

but it is

not likely that anything so uncompromising as the views held by Fulton and: MeArthur will prevail. The prevalence <
a sweet Christian charity and fellowship
among Baptists towards all of God’s people may be delayed a long time, but it is
sure] coming.
HE

Osos,

ORDER

OF

THE

AMERICAN

SUNDAY SCHOOL LiBRARY CARDS.
can furnish these cards for teachers
classes at seventy cents per hundred,
cluding the postage ; or sixty cents

We
and
inde-

lication. ‘We trust our readers will make
due allowance for any seeming delay.
BRIEF NOTES.
THE poor boys are in a way to be rich.
A Massachusetts gentleman, lately deceased, has left over $400,000 to found an institution of learning for them.
THE late Dr. Howe provided in his will
for the support of Miss Laura Bridgman,

the blind mute, whose wonderful history
could probably never have been recorded
but for Mr. Howe's humane efforts in her
behalf.

fairs by

any

sect be

political.

At

the

same time, we can gee no good reason for
joining this Order. It is against the American spirit. It is much more likely to
produce harm than good, and almost sute

to increase

Brunswick, Me,

‘with a salary of $300; price to the year

‘discussion and agitation of

matters that we shall get quite enough of

Union has able and fearless’ champions.
Weare glad to feel ourselves included in | 1827.

in the natural order of events.
b)

it should have the opposite effect.
. Activity in one department of Christian effort usually has the effect to awiken interest in all the departments.
The
cause of Christ is one, and the same
spirit operates in
Christian, work.
Neither is there any lack of ability on
the part of the churches to contribute to
this object. This is fully proved when
they are called upon and any good cause
is presented with earnestness.
Neither
is there any lack o willingness to give
for this cause.
Generous contributions
have generally been obtained when the

work ? So far as I am able to judge from

considerable

observation,

we

have

no

systematic arrangement for benevolent
contributions. There are a few noble exceptions, and a few in many of our
churches, where no systematic effort is
made, who from principle make their
contributions to all our benevolent causes regularly, but their number is very
small.
Where are we to look for reform in
this matter ? To the churches. They are
ready, ifthe matter is brought to their at-

tention.

Why

is it that

the past year

only about one-third of all our churches
have done anything for Home Missions ?
And in numerous instances those who
have sént their contributions have been
the smaller or poorer churches.
* Like
Priest, like People,” is a very old and
trite saying,.yet in this respect it is as
true as in many others.
Our ministry
are largely at fault in this matter. They
are either asleep or culpably neglectful
of duty in this matter.
The more than
nine hundred: churches which sent no
contributions for Home Missions I have
no doubt would every one of them have
done so had their pastors presented the

claims of missions, Home and Foreign,
Education, Frecdmen, Indigent Students,

Tract or Bible cause, or one ormore of
them quarterly the past year to the
churches, has been neglectful. He may

wonder why he

does not see

a revival

and souls converted.
But God says,
‘“ bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse.” No.wonder you cry, * my leanness,” while you * withhold more than is
meet.” If 1 were a minister (which I

am not) [could not stay with a church
without at least quarterly presenting
taking a collection therefor.
I do not write this in any Censorious

clergymen

subjectnd if possible show you your duty. The laity are ahead of you in this
matter, and are only waiting for you to

Particulars

be leariied of Rev. J. N. Stearns,

may

58 Reade

street, New York.

THE single exception of members 6f the
Legislature that some of the Massachusetts
railroads are making in abolishing the free
pass system Is more discreditable to the
roads, and at the same time more significant, than all their other free pass traffic
combined.
It is gratifying, however, to
know that twelve members of the Legislature are known io have returned their
passes.

Tue Young Men's Christian Association
of Chicago has added to its usefulness by
giving to the people in Farwell Hall, a
course of six

at a very

entertainments,

moderate

expense.

this winter,

They

have

for the most part consisted of musical concerts and select readings of the most refined and elevating character, and by eminent artists.
So well have they been received, that four more will be given, the

first on February 7, by the Richings-Bernard Company ; the second, Feb. 28, by the

Camillo Urso Company; the third, by the

Mendelssohn Quintette Club, of Boston,
March 14; and the last by the Boston Philharmonic Club, about two weeks later.
In

addition to these, the dime course of lec-

tures is to continue.

:

paring the material has commenced.

have

called

into existence

spirit, but

many commer:

cial schools.
We can safely say that none
of them present better facilities for such
instruction than what is now the Commercial Department of Hillsdale College. The
new building is to be called Griffin Hall,
from Prof. Charles P. Griffin, the first Pres-

ident of the Hillsdale Commercial Colloge,
and the largest contributor to the fund for
erecting this new building.
a

to call

your attention

to the

lead the way to glorious results.
Suppose each church had taken a collectiofi for Home Missions the past year

of twenty-flye tents per member,and many
have and do reguldtly to the extent of
"more than one dollar & imember, then the
Board would have had féarly ‘wenty

thousand

2. Does
college,

the

the Soliciting

who

od
Ra Spd”

operations,

Agent

is also the

for the

Superintendent of

ission, receive pay Jyoul both these

corporations at the same time?

:

set for the gratuitous services of the Principal, in his absence.
Therefore, the Agent does not receive
double salary, at any time.

Er

At the last meeting

of

the

: This question is most definitely
Win by saying. at the rate of $600
per year.
4. What is the salary of the
of the Mission?

Superinten-

ANS. :—At the rate of $600 per year.
The last two questions require these answers to avoid mistake in the interpretation of the * Report”
(page 13) of the
Treasurer of the H. M. Society, and to
satisfy honest inquirers upon this point.

Last year the Agent spent five months in
the service of the H. M. Society, and the
appropriation therefor was $250. The
other seven months were in the employ
of the college, at the same rates, the sum

received being $350.

Adding these two

sums, the amount is $600
twelve months.

for the

whole

5. How much did the H. M. Society
propriate, directly, to the Shenand
sion last year?

apMis-

ANS. :—To the Superintendent what he

Society has supported
past year, at a salary

the pastor, the

of $600;

and

the

sums paid on the house for the same
time, have been raised by the pastor and
others, from individuals and churches

outside of the F. B. denomination,
well as by those of otir own name.

For

such interest shown in this enterprise,
our

most hearty thanks are tendered.
Again, sums collected by the Superintendent in aid of the poor, amount to
$150.79.
For “special” mission and *‘‘incidentals,” $188.29,to which may be add-

ed, $75.80,

raised

in our own

Yearly

Meeting Home Mission Society, for missionary and incidental expenses.
These statements are made in justice
tothe Agent, and for the lawful gratification of many others. And, especially,
that those who are inclined to aid in this
good work, may intelligently come to be
its patrons and benefactors.

A. H. MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Dec. 23, 75.

‘HMinisters and Ghurches,

RICHMOND, Me. ' The Lord is greatly bless:
ing
the churches in this village. Scores"already
executive |
have been reclaimed and converted.

committee of the H. M. Board it was resolvedto once more

attempt

building «r Memorial

to raise a

Fund to aid in

church extension. We are able to do
this, and it would bless all our churches
to take up a special collection for this
object of one dollar for each member or

more.
This would give us upwards of seventy
thousand dollars, and by wills and spe-

cial donations of the wealthy it might
easily be made up to one hundred
thousand dollars.

Shall we not do this,
and make this
Centennial Yer er
by areal step
forward in our Home Mission work?
But while we do this, do not let us forget
the regular collection for-the pressing
needs of the Society in its usual work.

New York City, Jan. 15.
T

ANSWERED,

1, Is Storer College supported by thé
Frgbwill Baptist Home Mission Society?
SWER :—Storer

College

is a distinct,

~ corporate body, chartered by the State of
Welt Virginia, Th 1868. Its buildings
will accommodate about one hundred and
fifty students;
‘and, including their
grounds, are valued at forty thousand dollars, Besides, it has some ten thousand
dollars’ worth of property towards endow-

ment.

The current expenses are paid

from tuitions, rents, interest-on invest
ments,.income of lands in its possession
and by the generous contributions of

friends, chiefly in Néw England, New
York and Pennsylvania, Hence, it is not

Tite Lord seems to be

revival,

Large rivonday meeting? are held in

one of the cldbt" roomy. Several hopeful stu

dents have expréssed'their intention ‘fo’ live a
Christian life. Wil'tiot the lovers of an tel
lect and culture constérited to Christ pray
earnestly for us?
R. 8. JAMES.
Tur Sherburne (N. Y.) chut¢h;1s still without a pastor, and is desirous of sefufing one at
an early date, A reasonable suppott’ can bé
expected.

Address Geo. W. Austin,

Rev. N. H. FARR expects to close his 1aBots”
with the churchesin the Crawford Q. M., April
-1, and is at liberty to correspond with any
church wishing his services after that time,
Direct to Kennard, Pa.

THE good work of grace is still going on in
Over seventy

many children have

Freedmen's Mission Items.
QUESTIONS

HFiLspALE, MICH.

about fo’ visit Hillsdale college with a gracious’

Gt. Falls, N. H.

pire
we
rote

:

8. What is the salary of the Agent?

dollars, instead of fhe small

sum it has had.

"This

new structure is said to be the only one in
the United States built by subscription, to
be wholly devoted to commercial and telegraphic education.
The wants of the age

quainted with its history and
will deny.

should receive at the rate of $600 per
for a collection. It matters not what the. year, viz., for five months’ service, $250.
reason is for the neglect, whether it is To ministers who
ool and supfear of offending Esq. S, or Dea. R, or
ply the churches, $2
is sum is put
Hon. Some-body-else, or a fear that the
down inthe Treasurer's ** Report,” (see
salary will not be paid if the church gives
page 13) for ‘ incidentals.”
Also for
liberally for benevolent objects. It is the
postage and stationery to Superintendent,
spirit of selfishness and a man-fearing
$8.15.
spirit unworthy of a Christian minister.
The church at Richmond, Va., is not
There is no possible excuse that will
vet
connected with any Quarterly or
answer at the bar of conscience or of God.
Yearly
Meeting, but the Home Mission
Every minister who has*not resented the

International Temperance Conference in
Philadelphia, to meet June 13, during the
progress of the Centennial Exhibition.
All

are invited.

tral force in the mission as also in the ed-

ucational work in this valley, no one ace

ANS. :—When the Agent is frompune.
soliciting aid for the college, he is paid
by the college, and receives nothing from
the Home Mission Society.
And when in the service of the Mission in the Valley
he is paid by the H. M. Society and’receives nothing from the college.
In the absence of the Agent,on business
for the college, Rev. N. C. Brackett,
Principal of the institution, takes the gencause has been fairly presented.
eral oversight of the Mission without
Where, then, shall we look for the pay; and when the Agent is at home, in
cause ? Is it not principally in our lack of
the service of the mission, he assists in
system in this department of church the school a portion of the time, as an off-

some one of our benevolent interests and

Tur handsome group of buildings for
a body as this is now made plain by an Hillsdale College progresses rapidly to com«
official address that it has lately issued pletion. Three now adornthe hill,—by the
aiming to correct certain misstatements praiseworthy exertions of Prof. A. C. Rideade concerning it in a New York daily. out another fifteen thousand dollar buildhe Order is alleged to be political, and ing will soon be added. The subscription
seek the overthrow of Catholicism, but for this reached the amount required to
there is nothing in
the five statements make all available on the last evening of
janes are claimed to
efabody its faith and | the old year, and already the work of pre-

against Catholicism, and unless the unhesitating support of the constitution and
opposition to the control of National af-

In fact,

ARRANGEMENTS are being made for ail

That there is unmistakably such |

principles that necessarily implies that ;—
‘that is; unless an acceptance of the Bible
‘and maintainance of free publicschools are

tion or excuse for this neglect.

‘subject kindly and earnestly, and asked

are becoming considerably excited over,
some present aspects of the communion
question. At a recent meeting the attempt to rescind the resolution whereby livered here.
TE
1 o r——
Rev. Dr. Jeffery was invited to address.
QUARTERLY MEETING REPORTS.
Ow. the Baptist ministers in the cities failed.
ing to the pressure of other matter a
and a heated discussion followed, during large number of Q. M. reports have been
which personalties were freely exchang- obliged to wait a week or two for pub-

greatly weakened. There will doubtless
be a rallying of the forces, and perhaps
the real expression and sentiment of the

Algo, under the head
of Managers of
known as it proved to have been.
i]
There is a variety of opinion as to the the Star the Corporators, beginning with
wisdom of the debate.
It has certainly Silas Curtis, commenced their service-in
stirred up the party spirit, and made the 1846 instead of 1866.
The donation and bequest of‘ Jotham
Southern temper "quite as hot and ' bit-

, ter as it would have been without it.
/ But it has also shown Southern Congressmen that they, will be met on. their own

CLERGYMEN.

centennial number of this paper.
They
are all s0 "hearty, and genuine” that it
would be invidious to make selections
absolutely

be

in so far as she is compelléd to do it; but

50

TOPIOS.

spirit in that part of the Baptist body is

Baptist family. Will ‘mot our friends
general pardon every member of the late work for it ?: A: thousand sor more mew’
agded to ° our “list
Confederacy, Jeff Davisand all, whether: subscribers might be
was asked or not.

and

and writtento us concerning
the late semi-

in a

whether pardon

town

ly come up again at the next meeting of
the clergymen, and so it is perhaps too

the present to put it into every Freewill

and

the *name,

We gratefully acknowledge the many
soon to draw final conclusions. This much
appreciative words that have been spoken . ,seems to be plain, that the exclusive

are

it would

tween the Weekly and the Union we shall

clergymen of New York and Brooklyn

eralists.

Congress than the récent debate over the

répentant or not,

give

——ExcIiTED

must be

The verdict is unanimous that it is one

It sought to include

and

CURRENT

brass and tinkling cymbals?
gp
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

there

com-

know. As we understand he does not
purpose to. bécome, in any denominational sense, a Freewill Baptist, we are
unable to discover in what sense he is
either more or less than a simon-pure
Baptist of the most ‘ regular” sort, always provided that ** he is no advocate of
open communion.”
We trust that be-

State.
Now, since you understand how .to do
this kind of business, please allow us to
ddvise younot to do it. Tt is an unprofitable and uhwise transaction.
We have
known personsto liscontinue the Morning
Star and take some local, political or
other - paper (sometimes none at all),and
either the person or the family has almost
always suffered from the change.
You
would better get a new subscriber than |
stop your ‘own paper, and by doing so
you will help the cause of the Master in
many ways, and do good to the new patron of the Star.

and in secret strengthened. Without secret prayer, without earnest pleadings,
will not all our endeavors be as sounding

as

that while, in

him till the Postmagter, a month or a find an answer to our query.
year afterwards, writes us that the paper f ——A FRANK AvowAL.
The Shepherd
-i8 ** refused,” is not just. To return the of the Valley is the name of a Catholic
paper and write on it, asking to have it paper regarded as the organ of the Archstopped, is a violation of law, and sub- bishop of St. Louig/
That paper has rejects the writer to a penalty,
cently revealed
settled purpose of the
The best and only correct way (if Fou Papacy: After saying that the Catholic
must have your paper discontinued) is to church has a right to be intolerant besend a postal card or a letter, and state cause it alone possesses the truth, we
plainly to whom and where the paper is have the following:
sent, and ask to have it discontinued. Be | The church endures the heretics only

di-

last dozen years.
Nothing has better disclosed the: pres-:
ent spirit and aim of the two ‘parties in
Amnesty bill.

communion,

of escape. Indeed, to it many of us owe
more than we are able to appreciate.
metnibers of the conference. If to vote
Without it, who is able to stand?
J against them was to be an open communBut let us not forget these are only a ionist, then li¢ mustdo be regarded, but
born in secret between Godand ourselves,

pierce the sturdy child of liberty that has

can not

To allow.us to_continue sending it to

the

few of the means

the fact to-day, and the ten years have
only a little more than passed.
That being the case, we could hardly
look for a different line of legislation
than is now being attempted. It is the
evident aim of the majority in the House
not only to throw reproach on the Republican record of the past fifteen years,
but to restore as far as possible the condition of affairs that existed before the
war. Almost each day witnesses the introduction of some bill , that has somewhere in it a barbed arrow .meant to

doné¢ for years, and

“then know why it was sent back.
If the
subscriber's name is on the paper, he
should bear in mind that we can not remember where each one of our ten thousand patrons receives his paper. And he
can not ask us to go through our long list
and find his name and take it from the
galleys.
;

pure and the brave is a wholesotie way

ers in the civil and military affairs of the

South,—would be sitting in the United

»

re
ee

and

The society of the true, the lionest;

to his

HOW TO DISOONTINUE THE STAR. mon with many others, pleading for libWe would a thousand times rather tell erty, he is no advocate of open-compeople how to take the Morning Star than munion.
Not willing to question the veracity of
to say one word about the proper way to
our
contemporary, and quite as much asdiscontinue it. But as some of our sub- |
scribers occasionally will ,—they think | tonished at the®possible truth of its asserthey must,— discontinue the paper, and tion, we are in a puzzled condition. Just
* as theydo it.in a way that is very per- what “‘liberty * Dr. Jeffery, as a Baptist,
plexing to the “publisher, we will say, ‘can find to plead for, save on’ the two
do not return your paper to this office points of free moral agency, and free

lived a sober man, But when this hidingto find light and peace in the midst of place was taken from him by death, he
them?
fell back into his old habits of living.
4-4
+404

that this was entirely foreign

age’ purpose. In forming that connection he
claims to stand precisely where he has

can not

fail of special usefulness.
© But that this school is the grand, cen-

ah a ha

fended

im,

tees of the Star, is still living, at the

appropriation
which

a

&c.,

and uncom-

promising, such as the North fought four
years to maintain and has since tried as
faithfully to preserve, have got to be de-

in aid of female students,

a

of money,

and honest conv ictions, hard

truth,

Society fias made a liberal

The small contributions for Home Missions amon * our peoplein the past shold
"awaken inquiry as to the cause, and stimulate to greater activity in the future.
The pressing calls referred to in my for‘mer article are not a sufficient explana-

Po

remittances

The

BY EW. PAGE, K8Q.

|

$250

for the support of a teacher; and the
present year the Woman's F. B. Mission

ND et

business,

should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

sentiment.

Missions.

A

on

:

designed for publicatothe Editor, and all?

of much

admit ‘the indul-

On that basis the total number

for a sin-

gle year, the Society appropriated

A

—

genee

andist and assuming the role of a chamwould have been 75,000 instead of 50,- pion in the advocacy of the practice of
open-communion,
is wis a natural
000, as there estimated.
Vinforence. We are assured, however, by
Truman Cary, one of the original Trusal years.

present

fery, by his connection with the Baptist
Unton, as coming to the front as a propa-

Mission Society.

however,

~~ rT

=

A All communications
tion should be addressed
Jetters

Editor.

that

Home

. Some years since,

Ad

—————

Western

Congress that will not

ut-

once

there are interests at stake in the

Editor.

he

supported by the Home

ae
ee TBD OM

A. H, Huling,

that

Donominationil Hetos.

has’

expressed

begin a new life; and most

adults besides
a

ing in new-found peace and joy.
truly marvelous.

purpose

of them

to

are rejoic-

The work

is

To God be all the glory.

A good work of grace is in progress ind acks
son, Pa.

Bro. PHELPS has commenced preaching for
the church in Liberty, Pa., which has been
some time without a pastor.

W

Rey. E. SMITH will closé & two

years’

pase

torate with the church at East Washington, N
H., to take effect March 1,

He is highly

com-

mended as a good Christian man and a faithful
minister of the gospel.

Tue church and society of East Orange, Vt.,
have repaired amd repainted their meetinghouse at an expense of $275.00,

REV. A. C. PEASLEE,

of West Topsham,

Vt. is in foeble health, yet he continues

to

be

Sab

, p—

G. F. MOSHER,

w ords

tered.
It ought to be recognized at

only the whole number of different students, while others may have reported
the total aggregate number of the sever-

~The Baplst Weekly

URE.

the following : ~
In our issue of December 30, our readers will remember we spoke of Dr. Jef-

AA

1876.

—

we

26,

———

{he goodly number w ho hail Mr: Bieter
Sene-ob thie schools the-Tyndon
Literary Institution, for example, reported
as a hero, and thank him for the truthful

and uncompromising
J ANUARY

Ww I DNESDAY,

rele

CRASS

Te Roi ig | Star.

JANUARY 26, 1876.

TAR
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L
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“ THEMORNING STAR, JANUARY 26, 1876.
devotion rarely seen in these days.

gratifying, and blessed

of
REV. CHARLES HURLIN is near the close
church,

N. H.,

his fifth year with the Jackson,

the way to Jesus,

nce
and is at liberty to correspond with refere
t,
earnes
an
is
H.
Bro.
labor.
of
to a new field
He may ‘be addressed as above,
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addition united

with the church.
Others are waiting to
with us, both by letter and baptism.

unite

Will not the brethren join us in praising the
Lord for what he has done, and is still doing
for this church?
’
B. F. Fox.
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reported.—There
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revival meetings in the *‘ Webber schoolhouse,” with four or five conversions, and at
Weeks’ Mills two brothers have lately expressed a desire to become Christians.—Also under
the labors of Brother Colby
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converted,

on the evening of Dec. 23, and after partaking
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UNION

(N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its Dec,

Clerk.

session

with the
Middlesex church, Dec. 10-12. The
traveling was very bad, only a
part of the
churches
were
represented.
Collection for

Foreign Missions, $5.35.
:
Next‘ session with the Italy

of

church, Feb. 11-18.

Rev. - Jo Dy Smith,

George 8. Ricker, of Lowell; Fraternal wel
come, Rev. C. D. Barrows, of Lowell; Address
'to the church and congregation, Rev. A. EL.
Houghton, of Lawrence; Benediction, Rev. KE.
‘W. Porter, Pastor,
:
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and the meeting

prospect

P. CHRISTIAN,

of Law-

of Fellowship,
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and

Naples

sermon oy Rev.

Brown, Clerk.

TUSCARORA Q. M.—Held its winter session
‘with the’ Adrion church, Dec. 24—26. The
churches were not as well represented as af
some other season of the year, the weather
'being
unfavorable, yet there was a goodly
number present.
Good feelings were enter-

his laborsas pastor
in all our deliberations. ' The conference
Of the Paige St. chureh; under. very favorable ‘tained
meetings: were enjoyed by all that took part.
‘auspices. The . prospects of immediate and: The preaching was good and instructive.
«abundant, success are exceedingly encouraging. | Next: session at Cugeron Corners, commencing on: Friday, Feb. 25.
{GRORGE S. RICKER, Seribe.
:
D. W. GLoyp, Clerk,
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“
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H Barrett, Rutland, O.
J M Burgin, Warren, Vt.
8 Bowden, W Waterville, Me.
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J A Howe, Lewiston,

Me.
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Vt.

J 8 Willlams,
oe
A D Williams, Kenesaw, Neb,
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* meetings very good indeed ; the covenant meeting, a most precious season, and though largeone

arose,
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the

J W Winsor, Hillsdale, Mich.
Rev D Waterman, E Wilton, Me.
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ing the session by Rev’s

Collins,

Butler,

dall and Fonerden.
Next session with the Stephentown
I. B.

“EW Ricker, Alton, N H.

*

Ira Emery, Newmarket,

church.

H.

EpGecoms Q. M—Held its last session with
the 2nd church, at Georgetown, Dec. 24—26.
A part of the churches was represented by letter and delegation.
Our business was done in
union and harmony.
The preaching was very
good and timely, our social meetings were exra, time well filled up
and some had to sit
under the cross by holding
their peace.
The
old Edgecomb
Q. M., is destined to live.
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two meeting-houses built
within the past year
and nearly ready
for dedJ
bsg
X
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7.00
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Do not find fault with your Sewing Machines until

you have tried

= the EUREKA MACHINE Twist.

It

is the best,-and will give perfect satisfaction.

Jan. 19, by

Rev. D.

Adams,

In Raymond, N. H., Nov. 25, by
Rev. J. Fullonton,
Mr. John H. Tuttle and Miss Nellie Y. Wilson, both of
Epping.
n Springvale, Me., Jan. 1, by Rev. C. E. Blake, Mr.

Littlefield and Miss Eleanor C. Horne, both

of8.
At the residence of the bryde’s father, in Mt. Please
ant, Wis., Dec. 11, +
v.
L. A. Crandall,”
Mr. Wm.
H. Jones and Miss
Martha A. Wing, both of M, P. At
the residence of the bride’s father, Deo,

Courage | Don’t despair when the doctor says
your lungs are diseased. The worst cases given
up as hopeless, have been cured by Hale's Honey
of Horehound and Tar.

Pike’s Toothache Drops oure in one minute,
th
wipe

For Throat diseases and affections of the chest,

+ Brown’s Brofichial Troches” are of value.

eldest daughter of Richard Richards, Esq., of M, P,
Oct. 28, by
Rev. H. N
harles
A

LOUIS FITZGERALD.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
Nov. 17,Mr. George E.Thomasand Miss Jennie Brooks.
both of M. Dee, 18, Spencer Metealf, of Holland, and
GEORGE H. STUART.
Eva Pleree, of M,
Jan, 1, Mr, Albert M. C. Carther, of
HENRY M. ALEXANDER.
Serdama, and Miss Fiora Metcalf, of H.
M. HALSTED.
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH.
“| WiLL

ARD IRVIN, JR.
RICKSON TRASK.
ELBERT B. MONROE.
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All owners of poultry will be interested in the
card headed “ Ground Oyster Shells,” in this issue
ol the Star.

1.00. A 12 page Catalogue,
Algo,

Street, Boston.

Sorta of. raid and
or FARA) free.

10 PER CENT.

Improved Farm First Morigage Coupon Bonds
We Joan not to eXceed one-third of
Guameed,
the value ascertaitied by personal inspection, In

many. years’ business hive never lost adoriar We
pay the interest promptly, femii annually, in New
ork. No customer of ours ever waited a day for
interest, not even during the
Hardest time that
Kansas is likely ever to see, Het
prosperity is
uow certain, Send for particulars.
References in
every State ia the Union.
J.B.
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Tho firm’is an old

and reliable one, and offers extra induecenténts.

If you want good employment and large profits,
send stamp to H. B, BENNETT & CO,, 218 ¥edstreet,

Portlan‘l,

Me.,

for list of Bennett's

: Colored Bung Pattern, and terms to agents.
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Lawrence, Kansas,
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One, 32mo. Words only, paper covers,»

« J cfs.
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and $1.35.
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7 Cts.
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Has over 600 pages and 20 illustrations.
Price $2.
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J
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Me.
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51 Blackston'St., Bdston, Mass.
YO

whed Selecting
Music Book for you
SINGING
CLASS
oF
MyUsICAL
CONVEN+

each
Choir,

sive teachers. It .is the most successful Convention Book in the field. Price, $6.50 per dozen;
single sample copy, 75 cents.

EDMUND A. SMITH,
WILLIAM MILES.
B. F. RANDOLPH.

me

the

G SCHOOLS
SINGIN
For AND
CONCERTS.

enced men, and fully meets the

gthis kind. They have

.

Elementary

No further connection with Jacob Graves & Co.
Send for circulars and ordeY diréct from the old
Wholesale House of
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+ By MCGRANAHAN AND CASE.
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Book for Wide=
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BROADWAY,

musie

Awake Teachers.
Contains a novel Seman
course, and a GRAND COLLECTION OF
-

AE 8 MISIAKGY — oes: ores
Ni

with words and

THE CHOI

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
JAMES M. MORRISON.
HENRY B. HYDE.
DANIEL DODD,
WILLIAM 8, LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
HENRY 6. MARQUAND.

of Song

A@-Collections throughout the West a specialty.
Lyd? ,
©

1

‘Storrs, Harrison & Co., (Nurserymen' and Flor.

eral

i
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¥
EE
<
A Retired Clergymian Wanted—-To' take
charge of a matter reqhiring’ a church acquaint.
ance. Apply to J. B, FORD: &'C0., il Bromfield

Ornamental

120

SEND
YOU<<
DO NOT

110.38 Bake, §¥ Bocbiog
free.

al

This mstrumentis designed mot omly to

;

to Lee

Philadelphia.

bed

CENTEN-

NIAL EXHIBITION,—Messrs. Hook & Hast.
ings, of this city, are to furnish an organ of great
size and immense power for the main exhibition
hall, It will be placed in the central galler -, at
the east end of the vast nave, which is 1888 feet

nal.

Ditson& Cos

Successors

EN=

By GEORGE F. ROOT.
hundred and. fifty Musical Services.

beginnng

ws

and ending with Standard Hymns and Tunes for
Choir and Congregation.
:
In a new and elegant form: Cloth, tinted pepe
320 pages,$2 single, $18 a dozen; boards,
1.50
single, $12 a doaen.
Either .book sent by mail on receipt of retail
price.
Circulars and specimen pages free.

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vici-PRes'T,

p

ORGAN

CHURCH MUSIC BOOK ON/AN
TIRELY NEW PLAN.
One

LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT, -

{ng in public, or singing, they produce beneficial

A LARGE

A

DIRECTORS.

;

Coughs, Irritation of the Throat caused by cold,
or unusual exertion of the vocal organs, in speak:
resulis.

[J. E.

Walker,

N
€,
hena Naperlaska, of Alden.
t, 30, Mr. James A.
rown, of Buffalo, and Miss Mary S. Higsins, of Elma.

For

instruction

For saleevery-

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST.
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY A
FIRST:MORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAL
ESTATE.
:
TRUSTWORTHY
AND
IT AFFORDS A SAFE
FOR EXECUNT
MODE OF INVESTME
TORS AND TRUSTEES.

Cyrus Jordan and Miss Linda C. Vickery, both of

Graves, of Rochester, Minn, and Mrs, Laura_A. Loyd,

>
—--

Co.,

' BUILDING,
EQUITABLE

+

Pittsfield, M

Albert M.

DHEREGATION,

is pronouncedby

wohl Thy,
CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

83.63
Treas.

H.

&

711 Broadway,

Philadelphia
3m:

QIN sd

TILE

Married
In Rochester, N. H.,

Ditson

New York.

| Dover, N. H.

Prof.

H.

Street,

THE

BOSTON,

H, per E C Dear-

L. A. DEMERITTE,

L. J. MARCY, 1840 Chestnut

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C.

51-8w

SPECIAL offer to SUNDAY SCHOOLS

Price, $2.50, for which it will be mailed, post
free, to any address.

-

PyLe’s DIETETIC SALERATUS. Universally acknowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
the name of James Pyle. None genuine without
it.

=

village,

approached

the best

:

Marcy’s Sciopticon and Lantern
Slides.
New and brilliant effects. Circulars free.

where.

3.0
X

rn,
A
o
Wash. 8t ch, Dover,
N H,per AJ
.
Littlefield,
31.87
do
Roger Williams ch, Prov, R I, per
Mrs A J Stillman,
18.76

Business Fotices.
CATARRH.

CandTa

comparisons, and

°

Encyclopedia.

delphia.

Method

book of its kind ever published.

20
8.00

Butts

CO., Phi

ORGANS.

teaehers and musicians to be

Foreign Mission. .
Joseph E Pout Rewanee Ill, sheep money for sup=-

bag $2.50. Addrees JACKSON
53 North Market Street, Boston,
45-8w13

Zell's

This, for Reed Instruments. is
just what the
It has withstood extensive
other-is for the Piano.

133.10

R. DEERING, Treas

port
ville, of

New
REED

v

New and revised edition. 150,000 articles, 3,000
engravings, and 18 splendid nays. The best books
of universal knowledge in the
course of publication. Agents wanted. Specimen
with nap, sent for 20 cents. BAKER, DAVIS &

Marblehead, Mass.

Can not be excelled, or even

of

H.

Publisher,

Hens Lay
hundred
pound
&
BOWKER,
Mass.

by its countless competitors. Stands far above
them all. Used by thousands of the best music
teachers, and sold +4 all Book and Music Deal.
ers.
Huogreds of thousands sold, and the demand as great as ever.
Price, $3.75, for which it will be mailed, post
free, to nny address.

mend that each church in this Q. M. hold a | Great Falls NE balance, per Mrs J L Gilman,
13.55
series of meetings sometime during tde winter | Candia, N H, per Jesse Bean,
20.00
Pine
St,
Manchester,
N
H,
per
HF
Wood,
13.00
| months.
yp
.
2+ That we further recommend each minister
in the
Q. M. hold himselfin readiness to go and
C. 0. LIBBY, Treas.
Dover, N. H.
labor with any church who may invite him and
if possible take one or more lay brethren with
F. B. Woman’s Mission Society.
him. .
The next session will be held with the church
‘Woman's Miss. Sue., Minneapolis, Minn, per Mrs
at Parker’s Head.
E. ROBINSON, Clerk.
H N Herrigk,

AND

Mass.

Something
to make Hens Lay, made from Fresh
Blood. Bones and Meat, dried and
ground to a
sweet Meal. Keeps well. Very nutricious. Fowls
like it very much. Trial hags 50 cents and $1. One

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.
ne plus ultra of Pianoforte {Instructiou

Books.

N H.

Ch Augusta, $15, ch, Rockland, $5,
‘ Dexter, $4.70, Lisbon Falls, $4,
Bowdoin Q. M, $8.60, Exeter, $6.20,

COLEMAN, Clerk.

the belief that P

their seed directly

JAMES J. H. GREGORY,

The

Ran-

For Me. State

to get

¥wo Crand Successes!
Richardson's New Method

- EXPRESS

was asked,
how many love the Saviour, and
are determined to serve him.” Preaching dur-

ASTHMA

ton,

business 0.1

2t4 ja 26 mar 22

T N Huntington, Bath, Me,
Hon Henry
Stanchfield; St Paul, Minn.
+ Jabez Robinson, Box él, Gardiner, Me.
Grafton Norris, St Francis, Minn,
F E Bri
Alexandria, N H.
E 0 Dickenson, Erie, Mich.

soci

my

anxious

ye

After

ng and
reaching

| was excellent, of Bible order, and

1.

sale, of the Publisher, af New Hampton or
* :| Thompson, Brown & Co., 25 aud 29 Cornhill,

from the
grower, and I therefore offer free to ever,
man and woman in the United States who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden, or plants a
flower
garden, my large lludutated Catalogue of
Vegetable and Flower
ds for 1876; it contains,
ia addition to the choicest kinds
produced in Europe, one hundred and fifty varieties of vegetable
seed
on my four seed farms. Customers
of last season need not write for it. As the original introducer of the Hubbard, Marblehead, and
Butman Squashes, Phinney’s Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages, and a score of other new vegetables. I solicit
your patronage. All seed sold under three warrants. A hundred thousand catalogues will be issued and sent out the first of Jan-

“ J Chamberlin, Stark, N H.

a faithful and satisfactory examination, it was
decided and voted to grant the
uest. The

Resolved,

3

TArOGU:

I have founded
the public are

a member and with’ which he is laboring sent

ly attended, every

3 A NR Wez

of

Tn

Principal Lyndon Institute.
A set of seven Blanks has been pre;
exy the text-book.
retail
pressly to accom
rice of the Book kecping will be $1.10. Blanks,
I. Books and Blanks may be obtained at whole-

ECORYS

<TR

BY MAIL.

A. M.
Preaching
at 11
T. P. TAYLOR,
Clerk.

Pope

WN, A. M.,

~T Roby—J T Cottrell—C Sexton—L E James
—E H Johnson~T F Palne—J M Farnham—Lydia Rob~
ertson—E W Perry—S Beacham
C Paige—Addie I
Payne—A Beal- A H Crowell.
Books

i

.

LE

Smith—

M_ White—D
Westlake—J H Yeoman

:

C. D. THYNG,

was well a
usual amount of
business was done, Rev. J. B, Randall in the

long.

Next session with the Prairlé "city church,
Friday before the first Sunday in Feb., 1876,

Heath, of Providence, R, I,; Prayer of Recognition, Rev. J. Rand, of Charlestown; AdHand

on the Sabbath,

protracted

Coburn—L

in

1

\ODIDE OF AMMONIA

H B Sawyer—S E Swan—F A Stanfo
Hien Smith—
A Spring—J Spinney ~J ‘W Seribner—J Swatrtz—J W
—8 Strout—F Storer—W H Stow-

organ-

Delegates fiom Drip-

but its builders intend it shall embody the various

rence; Selections of Scripture, Rev. George 8.
Ricker, of Lowell; . Sermon, Rev. A. H.
dress to the Pastor, Rey. T, J.

been

A

TESTIMONIALS.

INIMENT

A A Coburn—8

08good—C M Prescot
GM
S—Plergont, O—T Pratt—J M Pease—S 8 Penney—D Pease—~W
Parker—C Putney -J Parker—H M
Potter-H N Plumb—H M Quimby—Mary Reed—A H

All the churches were represented but ohe,
and business transacted in a harmonious man<
ner. The
preaching
was well calculated to
spromote holiness. ‘I'hree united with the Col-

was, observed i—

Houghton,

A

Arbor church,
Hatch, Clerk.

just

tin use,”

nt, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consump-

ES

Collec-

form a prominent and attractive feature of the exhibition, by its unusual size and effectiveness,

organ-

Heath,

a

whole

PRAIRIE Cry (TLL) Q: M.—Held
{f# list session with the Colfax church, Nov. 26, 27; 1875.

7 1-2 o’clock in the evening.
IL.

appear

Quarterly Fedtings,

factory examination, it was voted unanimously to proceed with the services-of installation at
A.

will

next week.

‘chairman, and Rey. George 8. Ricker, ‘as
Scribe, Prayer
was
offered by Rev. Mr.
House, of Lowell.
After a very full and satis-

The following programme

,

_PARTROULARS of the dedication of a house

.elect, met in the audience room of said church,
izedby the choice of Rev.

in-

creased and increasing size of the congregation. Bro. Malvern, the pastor, is iow int the
fitids# of a reyiyal there, and many of the
yotiug pesple are coming to Christ.

M Clark—Mrs

of ‘this "0

The verdict of all who have used it: “It 1s the

second
Sunday in May,
Resolutions were adopt-

even-

now has becotild # necessity, owing to the

Pastoral Recognition,

Thursday, January 13, at 3 P. M.,

the,

¢ided to build # new house of worship. Such
4 eotirse has for some time been desirable, and

Wis,

Ah

Haw
A
opkins—T B Hopkins-'W
H Jackson—Mrs B Jepson - G H Howard—O C Jaquith
—W M Haskell
-J Howe—G B Hoyt—A C Hogbin—Mrs
R 8 Kennedy—A
Knapp—-R
-—
Le
57)
Knap
L
How: ard—. A Libby—P
ow—Miss A Lane—MrsC

with the Stephentown and Nassau church,
Dec. 10—12.
The conference and session entire

substantial

ing of the 11th, at which time a social gathering
was held in the vestry of the church, and $128
added to the pastoral treasury.
AT Lansing, Mich., the church, acting under
the advice of the Y. Meeting trustees, have de-

The council, appointed by the Paige Street
«church, Lowell, Mass., for the examination

Right

enjoyed

his people at Mt. Pleasant, Wis., on

unabridged

a.

12, 1876, at 9 o’clock,
o'clock.

.

of worship in Hortonville,

+ and installation of Rev. E. W.

Most of
the adult

evidence of the esteem in which he is held by

2

‘Lowell;

2

REV. L. A. CRANDALL

Dictionary, valued at $10.

Invocation, Rev,

Quite a number have been

the church thdroughly awakened,

couraged.

Rev. E. G, Eastman, and his family, and left
at $64.54.

Sool

. Wi

soni 4 H\

ed expressing thanks to the H. M. Society
for
their aid, and also to Rev. J. Manning for
his interest in their welfare, expressing a wish
that he may come mong them again. A determinationto sustain
the
ple to the best
of their ability was decl
A
Next session with the Liberty church, Feb.

the heart of Bro. Drew, the pastor, is much en-

The Freewill Baptist church and society Of
Parkman, Me., togeéttier with a good delegation
of Baptist friends, paid 4 Visit td tlie pastor,
tokens of regard valued

the

people, many being heads of families. The
the Week of
with
meeting commenced
Prayer.
OUR church at Jackson, Mich., we hear, is
in the enjoyment of some revival interest, and

ist church, in Byron, N. Y., get at the church

:

in

and backsliders won back to duty.
the conversions are said to be among

Bap-

which they have heartfelt thanks.

power

Hillsdale with the
‘Week of Prayer, the interest in our church, of
which Rev. A. A. Smith is pastor, has steadily increased, and that a good revival work is

Rev. H. J. Brown.

Donations.

visit, left for his benefit about $100 in cash,

a

and sharing in the blessings of the gracious
visitation.
FroM Kewanee, Ill., we hear of a precious
work of grace under the labors of the pastor,

Com.

THE friends of the pastor of the Free

become

now in progress. Several have been converted, both church and college uniting in labor,

deep revival interest in the Vassalboro® church,
where seven have expressed a hope in Christ.
This will all be grateful news to Christian people, and especially to many of our aged and
younger ministers, who have labored and prayed here in other days. May the work continue,

and still richer results appear,

to

world.
WE are much gratified to learn that since the

backsliders |

twenty-five

this,

impression sought to be conveyed is a false one.
The church and its worthy pastor occupy no
equivocal position, but stand squarely on the
platform which for a century has enabled the

Meetings

weeks,

If by

lessa F'. Baptist church, in a ‘denominational
sense, than it has ever been, or that Bro. Ravelin has sought in any way to make it so, the

80. CHINA, ME.
There is a good Christian
work in progress here under the labor of Rev.

G. W. Colby, of No.

of Bro. Ravelin.

church is a “ liberal movement.”

highly gratifying, the proceeds going to furnish

have

labors

|

of the Man:
, 1 In §theof office of
orn
y, Feb. 2, at 2 o'clock oat.
"
J. A. LOWELL, Cor. Sec.

att—J

RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held its winter session

as we suppose, is meant that the church is any

Suffice it

# chandelier for one of the halls in the
building. \

with
in

there should be an attempt in any quarter to
make it appear that the reception of Bro. Ravelin to membership and to the pastorate of the

Ferry

Q. M.—Has

Saturday
before the
Aug.,
Nov. and Feb.

A

In this connection, we may say that the friends
of the church are at a loss to understand why

re-

School,

of $60.

man—M

eratofand Rev. T.P. Taylor, clerk and treasurer.
e time for the uceling is to be the

IN the Chicago church the meetings continue,
with some revival interest, and a good work is

to say that the entertainment, fupnished mainly
by

"Notice.
be &

Cooley1 Gldney—
ney— W Gifford
ord
& ray—O
riswoldGriswold
li W
Gould-D Glidden—J
win 8 Hasty—

K.
Rev.
order.

the

successtul use in many schools

Fever
Aue. i Siow, Brvoipe
From the Superintendent of Public Instruction of
Nervous Headache, a
‘emale Diseases.
New Hampshire,
y
‘A REWARD
CONCORD, N. H., Aug. 2, 1875,
was, for three years, offered for any case of the | P,
. B. MESERVEY, NEW HAMPTON:
above diseases which could not be cured by Clark’s
1 have the satisfaction of carefully
examini
Meservey’s Book-keepin
and am fully convi
nearly ev ery ruggis! tin the e United
Uni
A‘80
that it is a book pre]
States. Price $1 ci bottre,
Bg
ranged, and is well
R.C, & C. 8. CL
;
tex!-book wanted
In our publica
vate schools.
1626
Cleveland,
0. | A knowledge
of some
ula
Fan
!
method ot keeping business accounts is needed
by avery child
in the State. I earnestly recommend it to school officers for examination, and for
use, to the school teachers and scholars of the
State. Respectiul
J. W,BIMO
, Supt. Public Instruction.
‘ [ shall heartily recommend it as the best that
has come to my notice. Every one should have
the work.
* pm
T. W. H. HUSSEY, formerly Principal
Nashua High
School,
Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout, |:
TILDEN LADIES’ BEMINARY,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelus,
West Lebanon, N. H,, Dec. 15, 18.56
PROF.
A.
B.
MESERVEY
:
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
I have conducted a fine class of ladies entirely
IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF TIORS+¢8.
GILES
through your practical Book-yeebing; and can
LINIMENT JODIDE OF AMMONIA.
We have sold
that [ am decidedly
pleased with it. The boo
quantitiesof it. In no case has it failed to
give works well in the school room, the only place
satisfaction.
Every ome speakd in its praise
where any, school book can be tested.
Lameness, Bunches, ¢ urbs, Blood Spavin. No
of
HIRAM ORCUTT.
stable should be without it.
LYNDON CENTER, Vt., Nov. 20, 1876
'
C.M. MOSEMAN & BROTHER,
I have
ven Prof. A. B. Meservey’s Book-keepFine Harness, 114 Chamber Street.
ing withgut a Master, a thorough test in the classSold by all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Av- | room.
[ts clearness meets the design
exactly, for
nue, Now York. Only 50 cents and $! per bot- | an eleméntary
work, and it nOmEriaos everything
tle.
4H
necessary
to
known to the book-k
, 800
of banking. I bespeak for it unqualified
success
in the hands of any Seacher,

Drake—E Chamberlin—E O Drake--A 'W Danforth—
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Esten—I Emery—N Evans—J Erskine—Mrs A East-

built u

$13.91.

ve peakh

. Salt’ Rheum,
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Clark—B F Carter—C E Dow—Mrs 8 Dearborn W H

Place and Bro. Harriman will not

in prospect under the

Liver Comp

t—Geo L Crosby—H B Cox—J H Conrod—7

ping Spring church and Liberty church beidg
presen
v. J. 8. Manning was chosen

Western.

its publica-

order.

FLINT RIVER

Gould, at Northwood, where over thirty have
recently found Jesus, and at the evening prayer
meeting nearly eighty testimonies were given.
A generous contribution of
was made
to the Home Mission, at Northwood. This is
the season to push workof this kind, and we
ought to be earnestly engaged in if.
>

and by.

HARPER'S

AVID, JONRE,

Chadwick—S Curtis—B

M.—Held

session was gujayed.

ized in North Al

forgotten.

been lately added. A good house of worship
has been erected and furnished, and contributions to our benevolent objects have been generous. He also acknowledges a donation from
his friends and parishioners. Through al} experiences Bro. McKoon still trusts in God, and
is confidently awaiting the ‘“well done” by
CHRISTMAS AT

amount

Clerk,

4 MASTER.

rifiesthe | For Common Schools and Academies. Now

It
imi

GILES’

The churches were all represented by delegates
with letters from seven of the ten churches
the.Q. M., and upon

BOOK-KEEPING
WITHOUT

N. H. FARR, Clerk.

Rofle & Co—8 W Schoonover—M

The following Sabbath was spent with Bro.

which have constituted his charge for the last
members

nil

IT.

MESERVEY'’'S

# Balam

Never fails to
ve a
good appetite
blood, and restores % the 1. anim
and
vigor: Itis the
rem:d

D) A Bruce—Wm
Boulter—J 8 Bee H Batchelder—Mrs LF Button
ryant—E Bin,
—0 A Besse—J L
rnham—G H
H Chatterton—J F

Clerk.

BRANCH Q.

Next session with the Sp
D. P.
Feb. 26—27.

work dear to the heart of our peo-

ple;

HUMPHREY & GREAT VALLEY CHURCHES.
‘We have received an interesting letter from
these churches,
written by our aged Bro.
McKoon, and- which -our crowded columns
forbid us to publish. He givesan encouraging
account of the condition of these churches,
forty

the

0 apie. Her heart
is filled to overflowing
the
love of Jesus, and she is interes

ing and praying for greater manifestations of
God’s power in saving souls. We ask the
prayers of the faithful,
-‘T. W. T.

1 three years, more than

to

W. H. MCNEAL,

tion for thelHome Mission,

deeper interestin this work is believed to have
been
awakened
there. Qur correspondent
adds:
We enjoyed a very pleasant season with our
ied
‘venerable sister Place, now 87 years

Prayer, , Five young persons, members of the
Sabbath school, have been hopefully converted,
and a few wanderers

received

fk’

4

Co. Q. WI, will be held with the lst ehurch in N.-

M,

are putting

ized by its present pastor,
and o
J. Keville and is in excellent work

very profitable

‘was presented by the Secretary, ahd cash and

Baptist

the Week

YORK

;

HAVE

ICS

Q. M, will be held in Greenwood, Feb.

Berwick,Me., Feb, 1—3,

session. with

This is a new church,

Nov. 26—28,

com

at the last session of the New Durham Quarterly Meeting, at Strafford Ridge, reports that
extensive revivals are in progress at Northwood, Franklin & Pittsfield. Some indications
of revival also appeared in the Strafford Ridge
church, where Bro. 8. C. Kimball is. laboring
with good effect. The cause of Home Missions

revival

meetings since the commencement of the new’
year.

ORAWFORD

18. .

its last session with the Hadley Corners church,

Meeting.

SHOULD

sath

G. 1. DAMON, Pastor.
A.B, HILTON,

un-

,

CALHOUN & NORTH

Rev. J. 8. BurGESs, who was in attendance

There have been

over thirty hopeful conversions in our

Quarterly

TEACHER

also the had 7 deg

sessments ?

will
of Chicago an’sA Jhiaso
ision
o wat : al Missi

Q. M.—Held its last

ginning Feb. 4, 1876.

ing

are

. H,
i

In-

The Minister's

ciation will héartily join.

SCHOOL

Cts, sent post-paid, on receipt of price, by

| ~~

PARSONSFIELD
Q, M.will convene at 8, Parsonsfiel
Feb. 9, 10, ‘Will the churches please send in t| el

forth renewed efforts to live. Union and harmony prevail,
Next session with the Pageyille. church, be-

stitute of the R. I. and Mass. Yearly Meeting
will hold its annual meeting with the church

congregations

ms

| -

FAIRBANKS & CO., Publishers, 54 and 56 Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.
"41

ance w

r, of arrival, morning or eve!

ndan

the TEL

that had almost lost their visibility

system of weekly voluntary contributions for the
support of preaching, and finds that it is work-

The

terest.

will

Clev
Sou

1st Alexander
church, Nov. 12, 1875, with
nearly all the churches represented.
Churches

Olneyville church is soon to welcome its new
pastor, Rev. A. L. Gerrish, and in this welconie the ministers and churches in the Asso-

Tui Charlestown ( Mass.) church, over which

admirably.

of

quite A

i

the dedicatory service, the sermon was preached by Rev. W. F. Davis, the late pastor, who
commenced the work. The other parts were
performed by Rev’s Phelon and Brewster. The

SUNDAY

Price 75

At

creditable to the enterprise of the «church,

houses of worship. As the result the Lord has
graciously revived his work in both churches,

4

was

EVERY

it~

Next. session with the Rochester church,
a seating capacity of one hundred and
with
commencing Feb, 11, 1876,
v. L. A. Cranfitty or more, It cost about $3,000. Only
dall to préach the opening sermon.
b
highly
is
It
for:
d
G.
H.
HusBARD,
Clerk.
unprovide
is
about $750

since been held alternatély in their different

Rev. A. 8. McLean is pastor, has adopted

r

Itis a heat structure

communities, last week.

Meetings have

effort.

J

‘Ing brethren

R. M. CARL, Clerk.

attendance.

TEACHERS,

G. H. DAMON, Clerk pro tem.

beyond what it has been for years. Some have
already sought and found the Saviour. Others

THE pastors of the Baptist and Freewill Baptist churches, in Parkman, Me., united Dec.

ond, ih a protracted

already

FOR PRIMARY

By Mrs. GEO. PARTRIDGE, with an introduction. by J. Bex.
5
NET TYLER,

committee will meet on Tuesday evening, at some
hour and place Jed by the pastor of the church, A
5
8
requested
A. P. WHITNEY, Olerk.

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church at Warren, Vt,, Dec. 10-12,
158, dhe (nines RA cohfpriice Sis transacted
w
Armony
an
,
Biving ample time for pra; - and hiv
an
.
ch
were of the most. interesting character.
Vv.
H, F. Dickey,from the Corinth Q. M.,was with
us, Also Bro. Major Smith, from the Strafford
-M.,
both came in the spirit,
brin
Son XA
cheer, because ey ho nate
for any good word and wo

“The Olneyville church dedicated a mission
chapel, recently erected in one of its outlying

enterprise, and are praying for an ingathering
boy

i

an-

The church is stirredin its life and activity

most finished, and will probably be dedicated
in a few weeks. ‘The brethren believe that the
of souls.

Some, indeed, have

blessed with a decided increase in

is al-

Me,,

OUR little chapel at Edgecomb,

fondly

found him.
i
0
4
The interest in the Park St. church, is just
now very hopeful, The Sabbath congregations,
the Sabbath
séhool ‘and the social meetings are

minister of the

active laborer, and a faithful

are

or, HELPS

OMBFIELD Q. M., will be held at East Otisfield, Feb,
2,8. Conference, Wednesday, A. M., at 8:80. Q. M,

Missions, $7.57.

ticipated.
z
The revival spirit is manifest in the Roger
Williams and Greenwich 8t, churches, Providence, where there are those who are inquiring

;

Co., Pa.

results

Hotices and Jppointments.

last session Dee. 18,
church,.Ohio.
The
churches were
not
no visiting brethren

from abroad. Rev. G. H. Damon, of the
Cleveland Q. M.,, did the Preaching There
Wis & good attendance and excellent interest
throughout the meetings. Collection for Home

held. While nearly all have resulted in the
quickening of the churches, some have been
attended with revivals, Indeed the religious
interest in the several churches is especially

REV. A. C. BrusH will close his labors as
‘pastor with the churches of Greenwood,’ Sa~
of
+ lem, Adamsville and Geneva, Pa., the first
pond
April. Any church wishing to corres
ord
will please address him at Geneva, Crawf

LORAIN
Q. M.—Held its
19, with the Henrietta
Spencer and Rochester,
represented.
There were

———————————

and

the Sabbath; an exhibition of self-sacrifice

.

Island Notes.

Nearly all the Thréé Days Meetings with the
several churches én the Association have been

Br
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preaches once on
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THE ; CHILDREN § BED-TIME.

The clock strikes seven in the hall,
The curfew of the children’s day,

1
2

That calls each little pattering foot
From dance and song and livelong play; 3
Their day that in our wider light
Floats like a silver day-moon white,
Nor in our darkness sinks to rest,

when

ing opposite to the

Ab, tender hour, that sends a drift
Of children’s kisses through the house,
And cuckoo-notes of sweet *“ Good-night,”
That thoughts of heaven aud home arouse ;
And a soft stir to sense and heart,
.

church

pulpit,

listening

in-

mysterious person that bad recently
been seen in England, France, Italy,
Hungary,

As when the bee and blossom part;

Persia, Spain,

covy, Lapland,

And little feet that patter slower,

Poland,

Sweden,

And in the children’s rooms aloft
blossom shapes do gaily slip

‘Abasuerus

Thair dainty sheaths, and rosy run
-

An ecstacy of life and light.

Denmark,

by

name,

a

shoe-maker

Bestrew the floor! an empty sock

i)

By vanished dance and song left loose
As dead birds’ throuts ; a tiny smock
That, sure, upon some meadow grew,

And drank the heaven-sweet rains; a shoe

“[

10 him:

L,

Then lily-drest in angel white
come,

The soft palms fold like kissing shells,

at

as a mournful

Returning

Jerusalem

found its buildings razed to the ground,

Should fold its golden palms and pray.

asa

judgment

, Circle,

spoke

the

he

this

languages

all the countries he visited, and—so
Bishop E‘(zen’s narrative.

on their

eountry in Europe, although no complete
nation or sect, who still believe in the

Wandering Jew, the Undying One,

who

France was

of
ends

they

had

seen

the

likely

to

be

coucerning

next hear of the Undying One

a

burg, listening intently

mistaken apprehension of Scriptural pas-

to

ticed one example as having occurred -in
England in the time of Queen Anne; and
Sir Henry Ellis, in his edition of

Brand's

recent

of
‘I remember

date:

impostors

the

some

imagination

SRR:
IE WE

inex-

sermon

more

senting any of them in a poetical
ciful form.

atthe

or

fan-

RS LE
Cn

Like a beautiful picture, framed by
symmetrically rounded mountains, lies
the little settlement ‘of
, in the center of an almost

in

limitless

forest.

Martin

Hand's housestood near a gloomy *‘ dichurch ; then a second time at Hamburg ;
then at Brussels, where we "are told to [ vide” of the hilis; and the pines and hemlocks cast their dismal shadows on the
believe as follows: Two citizens, walkvery door-sill. Little Carl sat on the dooring in a wood near that city, met an aged
step watching, with longing eyes, the reman, clad in tattered garments.
On in-

sages.
;
ich ‘colleetions of manuscripts have
beehy ¢arefully examined by competent
mien,
to ascertain the most distant date
to which these legends or myths can be
traced. The oldest document at present
known on the subject was written about
six hundred and fifty years ago, in the
reign of Henry 1II. The ‘Book of the

treating forms of a number of children,
who were on their way to the swamps to

yitation, he took a little refreshment with
them st an on, but 1efused to sit down.

He narrated to them many

he had witoessed
was believed

contains

events

centuries

by the

Brussels

hunt for May-apples.

which

hefore.
people

His father forbade

He

his going with them, and

after

to

appeared from view, Carl

went

they

dis-

into the

house, aud sitting down in a corner of
be the Wandering Jew, but gave himself
‘the following narrative, as of a contem- the name of Isaac Laquedem.
the tidy little kitchen, began to roll marporary event. One day the Patriarch
bles across the bright,painted floor for his
Stories of his appearance.in England
or Archbishop of Armenia arrived at the
little kitten to chase in their rapid flight.
within the last «three centuries are also
Abbey with a small retinue, including: an
Mrs. Hand was a quick-mgtioned, enernot
pmon,busiare evideutly- fanci» interpreter who could make the Patriarch
¥eshlt of crazy impostuté..
For gelic little woman, rather inclined to be
and the abbot intelligible to. each other. expwiple: During or! meax the reiga’of fretful, and she was very busy this morn‘He had visited most of , the celebrated | Queen Anne, a man. made his appearance .}, ing, having a large family of farm-hands,
shrines and holy places in England, and who claimed to be the Waadering Jew;
besides her husband aud child, to cook
had now eome to see the shrine of Si. he wag laughed at as an impostor by the
for. In crossing the room to put a pie in
Alban. Hospitably entertained for many .educated, but listened to attentively by
the capacious stove-oven, Mrs. Haud stepdays, the Patriarch held much couversa- thé ignorant. /His story was that he: had
ped on one of Carl's matbles and spilled
tion with the abbots and the monks;
He been an officer of the Sanhedrim; thatihe
the contents of {he plate on the clean
was asked, amongst other things, wheth- had strack Jesus as he left the Judgment
floor.
he
had seen or heardaught of Joseph, heil-of Pilate; that be bad siuce traveled
Poor little Carl! he had to sit in a chair
a mysterious being who. was reputed to all over the world; that he was . persoualhalf
an hour for his motber’s accident. If
have lived ever since the early
s of ly familiar with the habits and customs of
Mrs. Hand had not been annoyed in any
Christianity. The Patrireh nich the the apostles ;: that he had known the
way by the marbles, would she have
he had not only <heard of this Undying “father'of Mohammed at Ormuz; that he
thought of punishing her little boy for
One, but
he had been visited by him in had rebuked Mohammed for denying the
playing with them? Then he tried playArmenia. The story told by the wander- crucifixion ; that “he had: known Nero,
ing herse with the chairs, bat his mother
er was i solemn one. Op.
9f the Saladin, Tawmerlane, Bajazet, and the
caught a rip in her dress ou the Step of
Crucifixion, Castapiles (another name
prineipal Crusaders; and that he had. the
his little high chair.
bornez
py ( Joseph), 4
er cin Bontius power of healing the sick. ‘We are ask‘There, now, I've. torn my dress on
Pilate’s house, struck ye on the back
ed to believe that learned collegians at
that old chair! You're always under foot,
with bis hand, -and bade him mockingly Oxford and Cambridge tried to ‘detect,
Cazlton Hand, I. do declare I". Mrs.
move “od 4 Goce quidkiyD & Severe but hig as an impostor, but failed.
‘Hand's face was as disagreeable looking
mysterious reproof was.admipisiered to
Those who have seen or known: anyas the tones of her voice were harsh.
him in reply: “I am: going, and you will thing of Weber's wonderful opera ‘of
Little Carl, said looking up in her face
wait tillmy return.” Castaphilus lived gn,
Fer Freischulz are aware that its plot dewith a: tial quiver
of his rosy under lip
century after century, apparently no older pends im part on the Gérman. legend of
than at first. He became a holy and re- |: the Wild Huntsman. Thiglégend, it apthing, a8 1onE as
4 sou don't bother
ligious nfam, narrating‘ to bishops: and pears, has in some instances been mixed
divines, events which he bad witnessed in
me,
‘the
ungracious response.
up with the story Sw
way Jew ;
the apostolic days. He was always se- uso
“ Tan 1 go out doors, mamma P” pleadthat it is
t to say Neto
rious, sceepted nothing but food and’ rai- the one ends and the other begins.
ed the Tittle boy, catching her eagerly by
ent from
his entertainers, ‘and looked
the sleeve, and thereby causing her to
| the Hartz Mountains—a region well _
-out anxiously for the Last Day.
;
drop the cupful of sugar she was measured for the birth of superhuman or preterSearch appears to have been made in human myths—the Wild Huntsman is
ing for cake.
vain for any mention of the Wanderer believed by some/of the peasantry to be
«I don’t care where ‘you go, if you
during the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-.
keep out of my way,” replied the hurried
the
ve itable Wanderer himself,
but
‘tiFiles;; bat quite eafly (in ‘the “sixteenth
and irritated woman.
She did not intend
with alittle change of attendant ineiwe hear of a Wandering Jew who assisito be unkind or unjust to her little boy,
dents. Heis a Jew who, eighteen cened a weaver, named Kokot, to discover
but the idea of giving “him anything to
turies and more ago, refused to suffer
in Bohemia a treasure which an ances- Jesus to drink out of a river or out of a
keep him out of mischief never eplered
tor of the weaver was reported to have
Ler head.
horse-trough, but contemptuously poiothidden. The Jew is described as appear-

+

A few years afterwards the scene shifts,

and according to another legend the
* Stranger makes his appearance in Ara-

‘bia.

When the city of Elvan

tured,

Kadhilabh

and

was

cap-

three - hundred

horsemen pitched their tents in the evening between the mountains. When repeating his prayer to Allah and Mobam-

horse,

“I wig’ I had a dranmoder to play with,

like Willy Sterling,” muttered Carl to
himself, as be slipped out of the back
door, ‘I dess I'll get out of 'e way,
now,” he said, as he entered a little track
that branched off from the broad, open
cart road, just:beyond his father’s house.

boof-print

of a

with.
Instead of the

Wild

Huntsman,

other

legends and beliefs have come to be mixed up with that of the Wandering Jew.
There are purts of France in which the
sudden roar of a gale at sea is attributed

med, Fadhilah henrd all his words echoed.

to the Wanderer

Demanding who was doing this, Fadhil-

some countries he has been regarded as a

ah saw

approaching

him

man like a dervish, with

The

a

venerable

staff

hand.

Stranger stated that he camé

command of Jesus, who had left

“live upon earth
»

in

till the second

him

by
to

advent.

passing

by there.

In

kind of impersonation of Jews generally.
One version of the story associates him
with the servant whose ear Peter cut off;
while snother considers
him

impenitent thief.

b

a

Warg § oy beni?

in which a little water had collected,
and bade him quench his thirst there

ed out to him the

ing like a man seventy years of age.

aga
I

& Brothers, 1876. 8vo. pp. 466

The volume before us has an advantage over:
others of its class, in the fact that it deals with

citles which have but recently opened their
treasures to us, and lands where

wander.

gloomy

page, that ** we

rather as the

The gipsies are brought

It was the first of June, and

rhododen-

are to enjoy

afar the spicy
linger
pearls

the

the

delicious ex~

brgezes

of ¢ Araliy the Blest;

in the date-groves of Museat;
from the shores of Bahrein;

gather
behold

Kighm’s fair isle; roam through the Garden of
Eden; sail up the Tigris und the Euphrates,
stund on the Tower of

ruins of ancient

Babel, and

Babylon;

explore the

stroll through the

bazaars of Bagdud, the city of ¢ The Thousand
and Oue Nights’; examine the remains of Nineveh, and wander through the palace of Sen.
nacherib; (raverse the whole length of Mesos
potamia, where Job lived, where Abraham
was born, where Jacob wooed his beutiful
Rachel; pass over the battle-fields of Cyrus, of

had

(recs, and

pale, weary faces peered with anxious
eyes into every hidden nook. They had
about given up the search in despair when .

a joyful ** Halloo I” woke the slumbering

" Alexander, and Trajau; follow the * Retreat of
Zenophoun and the Ten Thousand’ visit * Nisibis’ of the Nestorians, Mount Masius of the

Elephants.

Romans,

and

Autioch

description, for the

where

keen

‘the

disciples

observation

sparkling style of the author

near

the confluence

and the. Tigris.

of the

the

crossed

the

brooslets

center of empire.
loveliness, where

been designated
proof.”

but without

ecy that ** the child
will

seven wonders of the world, gazed into a depression. where was a granite lion standing
over a man with outstretched arms, believed
to mark the spot where ‘Daniel was cast into
the lion’s den, visited the tomb of Ezekiel, and

matches, 40 tous of refined metal, 40 tons

fugly remarks:

in the

The party then prepared for an overland
Journey of a thousand, wiles from Bagdad to
the Mediterranean, Their conveyance, was

his fricnd |

feet high and 4 feet wide. In describing
the 8pecizs, a great deal of observation
and close inspection is necessary to determine all the habits, variations, and other
chances to make
blunders, so as not to
have species and varieties mixed together.
No person can get through the task safe.
ly on an average of more than one Species,
a day; and counting 800 days-o the year,
it would consume the hard labor of one
man 1666 years, if he should live as. long.

drons, the sailor’ cap/ and other beautiful wild flowers grew by the way. He
filled his tiny hands with the bright blossoms, only to fling them aside as wild
strawberries, or swamp upples, met his As much more time, or more, wou'd be recurious little gaze. He wasn’t in any one’s quired for the illustrations, niaking 8832
years; or it would ‘takegone time of 83
way oul here, you perceive; and he was'|* persons, each working40 years, to get
enjoying his liberty. But about noon he through with the book.

their faith

two khdjawahs, which were like two saddle

shall get still bete

ter expressions.of it in the future.

REPRESENTATIVE
NAMES IN 1HE H
ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Boston : Gim

TORY OF
By H.
organ,
: MLW. Hazen,

Quarto. pp. 47 (81 00).
Prof. Morgan has performed a really meri.
torious serviee in the production of this tittle

volume. Though primarily designed for use
in the class room, where it seems fndecd an ine

scul

dispensable udjunct of’ the English classics, the

hoo

book will prove a welcome addition to any Jibrary. The work is a sort of epitome of Eo-

was

glisk' Literature in that it presents

kee
frau

in a briefly

ol jt
esp

descriptive manner the men and women who
have created it,
The plan of the book is to give on the left
hand page, first the name of the author togethef with date of birth and death; second,
class iu literaturé to which he should be
signed, as *‘ Rhetorigian,” ** Satirist, % “
morist,” ete. ; third, the form which his

botl
the

in ©

the
us.
Hue
pros

edu

was
time
stud

Dug
Eng

dictions have assumed, as ** Essay,” ** Histos
ry,” “Tale,” &c.; fourth, a group of the au.
thur’8 representative works, On ihe right
hand page, opposite each name, such general
remarks and explanations occur as the case
demands. The book in the students’ band be,
comes a ready ‘skeleton, designed fo accompas
vy the use of the two more extended works by

in t
kno
the
mos
bor!
bles
in t
witl

the same publishers called respecti. ely, “Text

Book of Prose,” and * Text Book of Poetry,”
both of whicli are rich in selection and com=
prehensive in treatment. Either of these works
would prove a welcome addition to uny libra.
ry, and all of them would prove particularly
desirable, as filing

a place

Flet

hely
idea

one
to w

heretofore vacant,

except in the use of cumbersome
great expense,

only
Col
sho
ized

volumes at

Tours OPINION; A Bicry of School Life. - Bos.

Blin
all
hea

Jourt D. Lothrop & Oo 18mo. pp.164 ($1.25).
* Learn
lo reseve
your opinion,”
was
the advice of Tom’ father to him, and the
moral of the story goes to enforce that princi
ple. Tom had (wo schoolmates.
On first ace
quaintance be forms
an opinion regarding -

them which

entirely

toh

he

hol¢
was
lic
any!
lift |

subsequent i.timacy obliges him

to change,

The

story is pleasantly

written, and its influence is good.

The

|

larger part of the bpok is occupied by

patr
halt

A DOUBLE STORY,by George Macdonald,and,
as the title suggests, Is ong of those mysterious

of d

tales involving the real and allegoricalas only

how

the author knows bow to do. ‘In a country of

T
he |

uncertainties lived a little princess whose par
ents humered her Lill she beeame peevish and
fretful.

Then the wise woman

Stat

men

took her aw uy

fore:

and subj: cted ber to a variety of trials (ili she
became good and gentle. Also there was a
shepherd’s daughter whose parents spoiled her
by repeating the smart things she said and did
till she believed she was somebody, The
wise woman took her also and shut ber up
with herself till she saw how disagreeable she

trus!
man
proj

wer
was
low
libel
wer
suck
yet
in tl

was. When the princess had learned to con.
trol herself the wise Woman took her home to
her father and

mother,

The story

is full of

beautiful passages, and the study for its douse
ble meaning is entertaining oy instrdetive.

He 1

colo
ches
No

D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, issue an enlarged
American edition of “KNOWLDGE 18 POWER,"

such ruin

und if this 18 oot'thé

not read (hese facts without having
in the Bible strengthened.

The

long—or enough to fill seven bookc-ases 6

of Shinar;

no other

Babylon by the Hebrew prophets, and one ch

him, and catching him by the, coat tails
was towing hinrashore, when another dog
trotting along on the other side eame to
the scene, and also got holdof the; unfortunate ‘gentleman’s coat. Then came a

{o jump in himself and save

land

* There is

Tower‘ot Babel it is ‘a ruin withouka nume.”
Very interesting ure the few pages showing
the fuifillmentof the prophecies in regard to

the expense of a gemtleman who owned
a fine Newfoundland dog named Tark:
He was walking hy a river in the gougtry with a friend, and boasting of
sagacity, when tthe friend EL pessed iy
wheretpon the host bathed h friend into

from drowning and himself from the guilt
of homicide.
THE WORLD OF INSECTS. The American Entomologist gives
the
following calculation of the amount of labor
necessary to fully describe the . insect
world :
:
One volume of 625 pages pwould describe
500 species. To ‘describe the 500,000
species
will consequently require just
1000 volumes—oceuupying a shelf 160 feet

of whiéh she is capable, we

the Tower of Babel, of which the author strik~

Too MucH INstiNcT. The * London
Graphic tells the following good story at

cout yie ded to the strain and each
dog swam triumphantly to his own
bank “witha piece of cloth
in his
mouth, Tuork’s master being obliged

shout, * Change vars

zar, through the hanging garden®, one of the

of German silver, 100 dozen of fenders,
8,500 bellows, and 800 tons of brass and
copper wares.

pulled
of the

is now in its cradle who

conductor

pensations outweighed all the fatigues, Around
them were mounds'ol ruins, They wandered
over the magnificent palace of Nebuchaduez-

and epikes, 50 tons
of wrought-iron
hinges, 350 miles’ length of wax for

man in the water Jolled, the dogs
fabric
‘vigorously, and finallyt

the

tender, pathetic

volume is evidence of a good order of talent on
the part of its author, and a pledge that, if she
consents to do.in ‘the same line only ‘the best

corresponding

Eden! ? The only article imported from the
United States und sold in the bazaars of Bag
dad is petroleum.
From Bagdad the paity made an excursion
on horseback to Babylon, sixty miles distant,
The journey
was
difficult.
Dang xs “from
the lawless Bedouins were great, especially
since u lady was in the company, but the ¢om-

bolts

to re-

many

Ite iden.

for Bubylon!’ ¢ All uboard for the Gardenof

cut nails, 100,000,000 buttons, 1,000 sadJeg §5,000,000 copper or ‘bronze coins,
airs of spectacles,six tons of papiOR
e wares, more than £30,000 worth
of jewelry, #4000 miles of iron and steel wire,
ten tons of pins, five tons of hair pins and
hooks and eyes, 130,000 gross of wood

river.

hear

and serene,

and deeply spiritual songs could be cited. The

that

lity has been preserved through the lapse of
the centuries, and ‘is the only spot on earth
that bears the name of Eden ; other places have

gay, sparkling

pleasant, while pn good

It is u place of unsurpassed
‘our first parents dwelt in

Use innocency of their new creation.

and

Hundwriting” is really

Here the party landed und,

palm-groves,

grave

That on * A Lawyer's

mighty rivers, in this delightful climate, in this

Among
other things, 14,000,000 pens,
6,000 bedsteads, 7,
guns, 300,000,000

Side of the

ems

the old doxology in the palmy groves of Eden.
Ascending to the balcony of an ancient mina
ret, fifty feet high, we look
oun fields green
with grass and beautiful with flowers, over
an area of many miles whereon are the datepalm and feathery bamboo, and on the four
great rivers—the Euphrates, the Tigris, the
Jaah, und the Shaat-el Arab,
Oh, what a spot
is this for paradise,ut the junctionof these

the

tug, for each dog was determined

minder of the days that ure,gone. The author's
fancy hps-taken a wide range, so that -the pos

read the second chapter of Genesis, and sung

African and the Asiatic.
A Curious List. Here is a list of what
the single city of Birmingham, England,
manufactures in a week :

turn (o his own

before whom several of them were read,op
commencement and other occasions, and whe
find the volume a pleasant and melodious re.

flow through the garden, watched the doves as
they flew from tree to tree, listened to the
birds of paradise carol the melody of their songs

There

in alter

kept from dullaess by reason of too great

length or want of popular interest in the subs
Jeet. Indeed, the mostof the verses are pub.
lished to gratify old friends and sequuintances,:’

in the words of the author," wandered through

Their voyage by steam ended at Bagdad. Some
little time was spent in sight seeing.
A suce
cessful horse railroad has been built, extending six miles, and the author makes the proph-

Turk atouee sprang

of

bad,, We. could easily pick out gems from gy =

Euphrates

and his all powerful arm.” The elephants
are of great Service in bearing burdens. A
strong animal will carry a burden weizh-

the water,

You

good many of the longer poems, which are thus,

they changed steamers and went up the Tigris
to the Garden of Eden. The most presumable
‘theory in regard to the location of Eden is that

instrament with which he collects his food,

screw

Shoe of She fre

Or the whispering whirr of their brooding wings,

They left Bombay, steamed across the Arabian
Sea, and up the Persian Gulf to Busrah. Here

Jews, carried captives to Babylon, kéep guacd.

and

i

Oh! for one word]
Vain! *tis the echo of other things—
The silvery touch
of their airy tread

and

A short distance further brought them to the
tomb of Ezra, where the descendants of the

screws, 400 tons of nuts

8

TH I bush, and list! andmy heart beats ust

maintain the in-

his foraging

elephant,

. Lovingly come. =
|
Voices like
dear, dead:

Mr. and Mrs, Newman, with Mi. Collins, of
New York, perform . the . journey. togethers

puffs the collected dust over his moistened

are only two species of the

?

Silvery murmurs on every side,
Whispering through the gathering gloom,
Like angel voices, at eventide,
;

terest to the close.

The

ing one ton fifty miles per day.

entitled “Whispers from Beyond

Though much of the journey is over a des=
ert, there is no monotony nor dullness to the

amount required to sustain a good-sized
elephant one day is astonishing. One
kept in London, measuring between 10
and 11 feet in hight,ate each day about 170
pounds of bay and 200 pounds of carrots
and other fresh vegetables, with 60 to 80
gallons of water for drink. ThE average aze
of the elephant is between 150 and 200
years, their average weight is from 3 to 5
tons. The trunk of an elephant,about four
or five feet long, is the most wonderful
thing about the animal.
It is said to contain over 30,000 muscles, by means of
which the trunk can be tarned and twisted
in all manner of shapes.. With if, the
elephant can pick up the tiniest thing, or
tear branches from trees and lift hedvy
burdens. ** This is the elephant’s pump,
his drinking cup, his’ water-reservoir,- his
powdering apparatus with which he
bide to protect it from flies,

if it happens quite so badly as that to the book,
It contains poems of real merit. Here is one

were first called Christians) *

it was

Elephants eat only vegetable food.

of

the cov~

citement of ‘Moonlight over Omun's Sea’; scent

driven him to his fate. Again the lanteins
the

appearance

and the attraction is increased when one has
taken it in hand and: learns from the op: ning

and a band of a hundred men searched
the woods the next day. A bear and
three rattlesnnkes were killed by these
hardy men, but night came and the little
boy was not found. His mother’s heart
was torn by conflicting emotions; her

amongst

beautiful

amputute them; if its blood is imperfect
will
remove it; and if its plumage offend, not a Pine
feather will they allow to remain.” We doubt

en, the fine engravings, the large, clear 1ypogOver ny head.
raphy, the map with thie entire route traced, | "Of course the idea is more beautiful than the
these all make the book attraetive to the eye, expression of it, But even that is by no meas.

The news spread to Lhe other settlements,

flashed

The

few travelers

book, with its tukhteravan in gilt on

moaning pine far from taose whe sought
him. Naught but the screech of - a wild
cat or catamount answered: their calls,

words

($5.00).

is anything new rémuining to be described,

The neighbors soon gathered ;

child was dead, and her cruel

will extract them if its hmby wre’ unequal will

The great number of people,who annually go
ubroud and return to embody in a book the wouns
derful sights they have seen, has left us almost
to.doubt if, in certain parts of the world, there

and, until morning dawned, they sought
for the little wanderer, A whip-poor-will
sang Carl to sleep beneath the shade of a

has

LITTLE OARL.

at Naum-

a

no-

view of collecting and comparing the
various myths and legends than of pre-

without

this

have

Rev. Baring Gould bas devoted mueh
tention to the subject, but more with

plicable being. At the beginoing of the
seventeenth century annalists and chroniclers often made mention of him.
We

thinkers.
This is one of them; and, like
most of the others, its origin is lost in
obscurity, although traceable with: much

to

not

somethingto say

steady

or

that

We

plenty of material to work.
An old
ballard relating to it is given in Bishop
Percy's Reliques ; the poem of The Undying One is built upon it; sv is Salathiel,
and so is Eugéne Sue’s Juif Errant, founded mainly on an old collection of popular
French ballads and metrical stories. The

Wandering Jew at Madrid, and that he
spoke as good Spanish as he had before
spoken good German at Hamburg.
Another. flying rumor located him for a
time at Vienna.

wanders century after century over the
earth's surface, yearning for death that
never comes.
Myths live long
in the
rustic mind after they have been discard-

and

return

is unquestionable.

of subject on which

The papal envoys, sent to Spain about
the time of the Spanish Armada, declared

STORY OF THE WANDERING JEW.
There ure probably Persons in every

impostors,

has heard of the surgedhs (critics) fn « the
great world® who, * if its eyes do not match

e———————————————

a horn, the signal of distress in that lonely region.

Bebict.

THE THRONES AND PALACES OF “BABYLON
AND NINEVEH.
From Sea to Sea. A Thousand Miles on Horseback,
By’John P. Newman, 12, D., Memberof the London Society
of Biblical Archeology, New York: Harper

echoes far and near,
Overcome with fear, hunger and thirst,
little Carlton lay fast asleep on a natural
heels,
muttering, ‘Poor John
alone, bed of moss, beneath an old pine. ** Safe I"
ran the cry, from lip to lip.
alone; poor John alone!” [ thought he
‘Let us pray,” said a gray-haired old
pronounced his name in a manner
singu- man, and lifting his trembling hands to
larly
plaintive.”
Another
authority heaven, he thanked the Giver of ever
d and perfectgift for this unexpect
thought the name sounded like *‘ Poor |
lessing.
Joe alove!” and “another, ‘Poor Jew
Little Carl was never in the way again '
alone I”
je
— Vermont Chronicle.
Need we marvel that the story of the
Wandering Jew has been fullof attraction
for poets and painters? [It is just the sort

on him for his miscon-

He

audacious

years ago in the north of England, who
presented a very hermit-like appearance,
and went up and down the streets of Newcastle with
a long train of boys at his

received satisfactory answers.
He
was
abstemious
and
humble,
silent
unti}
questioned, and npever tarricd long in

one place.

are

haying seen one of these

duct. The bishop,
to test him, questioned him coneerning
historical
- ¢vents
which bad occurred in Europe during
fifteen centuries, and (we are assured)

‘Ehe stars of twilight, opening wide,
Take up the heavenly taleat even,
Auglighy us onto God and heaven.
J. E. Hopkins.

Chronicle of St. Alban’s Abbey

afterwards,

the localities again; aud he regarded

As fragrant-white as clover’d sod,
And all the upper floors grow hushed
With@hildren’s sleep, and dews of God.
And as our stars their beamsdo hide,

prabability to religious feeling,

ages

own,

much

insomuch that he could recognize none of

Taen kissed, on beds we lay them down,

world

1nany

there

who have assumed the character of this
mysterious being for purposes: of their

to

Some daffodil that mocks the day,

of the

That

an® % Popular Antiquiti¢s, mentions another

shall stand

pilgrim.

relating

there are

inconsistenciesin time, place, person, and
circum8tances in such legends; but this is
no more than may reasonably be expected.

to

Their bright heads bowed and worshiping,
As though some glory of the spring,

men

to do with many of the legends

would wander from country to country”

And they and we go singing home,—

dred years, seems to have had somthing
to the Wandering Jew. . True,

rest, but thou shalt go to the Last Day ;”
that after witnessing the drucifixion, he
was struck with a foreboding that he
would never see his home again, but

Frocks that seem flowery mends cut up.

ed by

N

justice; that Jesus, on passing to the
place of crucifixion, stood a moment to
rest at the shoe-maker’s door, borne down
‘by the weight ot the cross; that the re-,

«| proof came

Scarce bigger than an acorn tup;

of the period an-

terior to the Flood, when human life is set
dowa at a duration of eight or nine. hun-

and

and heretic, whom he helpedto bring

witcheries

Gr

The biblical soso

Mus-

Jerusalem ; thay he had been present at
the crucifixion; that he had lived ever
since, traveling in various parts of the
world. Questioned further, he declared
that he had regarded Jesus as a deceiver

From cla-pihg band and kissing lip,
A naked sweetness to the eye,—

To mother’s knee they trooping

Day.

Scotland.” Bishop Eitzen sought him
out and asked him many questiovs. The
Stranger replied ‘that he was a Jew,

Like the last droppings of the shower,

And, ah, what lovely

a

teditly to the sermon, sorrowfully and
: sighing, and often smiting his breast. A
rumor spread that he was the same

-

Blossom and babe and butterfly.
In witching one, so dear a sight!

at

siranger

Weta

began to feel hry, and started to go
home.
His tears and wild cries for
“ papa were useless ; no one heard him,
nor could he find his way home,
Mr. Hand had been ** across lots” to

belongs to that community, and that he is
doomed to undying life because he refused to sheiter the Virgin and Child during the flight from Egypt. In Switzer- the tanneries, a distance of three miles,
land there is a popular story to the effect and was late at home.
He found his
|- what the Wandering Jew was one day seen wife almost beside herself with fear, for
on the Matterberg, a spur or offshoot from little Carlton was nowhere to be found.
the Matterhorn, viewing the scene with
‘* Thee hast been hirsh with the lad,
sorrow and wonder ; that he had once be- | Sophronia I" was all her husband said.
fore been there when it was the site of a Mr. Hand was born and bred a Quaker,
flourishing city, and that be will once but married out of the Society. Going to
again be there on the eve of the Last the door, he blew three ringing blasts on

in that city a tall, barefoot pilgrim, with
hair hanging over his shoulders, stand-

But sets within a golden west.

What

a young man, he saw

pounds that the onward-moving

pro-

T

- Poetry.

|

nt o the melee by one theory, which

So far the legend; why the SOPAFifen
appeared to a follower of Islam is not
made clear.
"About the middle of the same century,
the Wandering Jew cropped up in, Hamburg: Bishop
Eitzen
narrated
that,

a Work by Charles Knight,a London publisher,

ledo

and which first appeared in England nearly
twenty years ago. It gives a comprehensive
view of the productive forees of modern society,
and the results
of labor,
west everybhing, fromy
observing, accounts of
suyings-banks, deposits

field
read
betw
mag
pur)

capital and skill. | AlRousseau’s -opiniou op
the Awerican Indians,
and interest, the. com=

mou interests of cupital 4

was

ficie

labor, to ii com~

and

parison of handmills and win mills, band 3apis»

itar:
Nev

ning, the making of ‘most
articles oy pai
rg4
‘bags, into whieh they crept, and rode, one ‘fodustry, ses’ of type and priv
on each side of a mule, but 'u glincé at the “and ‘several pages on’ politieal enitiug Phogée
picture accompanying thé description is heces- withfi _the ‘book.’
It'fs ‘Mustruted, confatds
sary for an’ uderstanding of {iris fioVel diode
“over five hdndréd 12m. pages, and is crowd.
of conveyifice. They jourfiéyed' with varios led full of tséful ifortition. 2. 00).
adventures'to Nineveh, ‘where they remained
seven days, wandermg through its exeavited

palaces and examining the seulptured: hails.
An entire chapteris devotedto avery lator-

IN

St

(CREME SE § Rg

ed

Wir

‘Mefely to avrg the table: of contents of
the January-February number of the INTER-

NATIONAL

REVIEW

is to

give a good idea of

the rich dfid Substabtial feast awaitiug the
form #¥eriptions, and is doubly interesting to ‘reader, © 4 THe Heérzegovinian question” is
the Bible; soholut| gince sa many! events con- ‘diseased by competent Bérlin authority ; Rev.

esting account

ol the discovery of the cunei-

cerning the Israelitesand Assyriads alluded to

DYE. A. 'Washblirn, of New

‘York, writes of

in the Bible are found mentioned, in these in- Phe Conflict of Scenic and Religion ;» Charles

‘seriptivns.

Another chapter is given to a let-

ter by ‘Mr. Hormizd Rassani on the Bistern

(Tennyson) Turner, Whose poetry was recente

ly réviewed in its puges, repeuts the interests
Churches. Itis a learned paper in regardto Ing story of ** Dante and Beatrice; ** Unger’s
the origin ofthe Nestorians, their history amd “Htehings” is ' the subject of a paper by Philip
creed, present and futurp, From Mosul Mr, Hamérton; * Retrospective Legislation and
Newman performed the remainder of the jour- Gringerism” is studied by Hon. Francis Wharney, six hundred miles, on horseback, while
Mrs. Newman rode ina tukhteravan,a kind of
palanquin borneby males, till in safety they
reached the sea and their journey’s end,
.

If this slight notice of the book shall awaken
any one’s interest sufficiently to induce them
to give it a thorough reading, our object will
be accomplished, for we feel free to recommend it as a volume for entertainment to while
away

tions,

which

tow, LL. D., of Boston; Prof. Dawson, of Montreal, presents a valouble paper on ** Tnseotiverous Plants”; Baron Holzendorf, of Munich,

s takes a psychological view of murder in a highly interesting article on that subject; and there
is the usual amount of Book Reyiews.

This periodical, whose object fs

the sifting

and telling treatment, independent ‘of sect or
party’ considerations,of the great literary, seia leisure hour, in its pleasant deserip~ entific, Social, political, and religious questions
or for a study in the fund of information of our age und country,”lias made itself a credit gives, or as a companion to the Bible itable place, which ‘we trust it may be able to
kéep. Its plane for the ensuing year show that
explanations 1t contains concerning the

in the
prophesies respecting Babylon

and Nineveh.

PEBBLES FROM OLD PATHWAYS.

By Minnie

Ward Patterson, Chicago: C.J. Burroughs
& Co... 12mo. pp, 204.
:

-This:is a collection of poems and songs by a
lady who thus presents her first book to the

public. She fully realizes what she is doing,
for, likening the volume to a bird, she says she

it means to keep in the front rank of periodical
literature.

A.

8. Barnes & Co., New

York.

$6.00 a year,

A.D. F. Randolph &CCo., New_York, i
cents, one of Mr. Moo
‘ How to Study the Bible.”

in tract form, for 1

sermons on

H
1t

contains many valuable and useful hints, of a
pmractical nature, and its circulation can not
il to do good,

;
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Witerary Miscellany.

roof to shift for themselves with

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
terrestrial wear a differ ent hue, °

All things

any-

do

seldom

Men who never do wrong

thing.

neithet tue,

or age persuades; and

As youth

a ‘sense

| work can not afford to undertake it; they

of indignant wrong, his wile subsided inbayen'l a penny to bless themselves with.
to a dull, silent woman, perplexed pers | They have
a pig which bathes in green
haps with the strange aspcet which honwater in front of the door, and dries Himor and life, and even God himself put on,
self on the hearth by the peal five, in the
through the medium of this man’s influone rocm of the cottage.
The hens lay
ence. Ond day he died. Suddenly,
eggs in the bed,—that is, when they oan
without time to consider that dying he
afford to make shells and fill them; the
could point to no good
work which
cow looks in at the back window, which
sheuld serve as his monument, nor to one
is without glassor sush, and swears at

human
who would shed a tear over the scarcityof bran. 1 have seen a cow
his grave. . He has time tc think of these in the house, exnmining a chestof ‘drawlove.
should
we
why
and
thous
a
are
there
things now, wherever he has gone.
ers to see if there were anything eatable
In our own little plans for’ the new thereabouts, while the famihy was literally
ks the truth will find himself1n
[
Christopher year,
it would be'well for us to take the | crowded into the mud under. the, doorstihalontly dramatic “situations. #0
fe
ab

‘We often; hate for

when

reason,

little

one

tive to’ consider that it is the motive. of a
life which gives it not only real meaning,
lo.— but success ; and
the selfish man, no

North.

more

.n show their character in ‘nothing
|

eony ih an by what they think

Wid
ment,

is nothing like taking all you do at a
mind and body
rrpiiter. 4 ke:

bere
a

tranquil; whereas

apt to burry both inlo
:

fever.—E, Bronte.
will

treat

the

seldom

show

too

ou

of trefits it—show

it only one side of yourself,

much of yourself ata time, 4nd

be calm, coo)
of

side

at every
.

but look
or

and polished;
world.

notions are

grandilogaent

hs th

vey i

war

‘

matter how sound his principles or fair
rson complains of the baduess of his professions, is seen through, and
but none of their defective judg- ‘Tabeled at’ his small value ‘by the very
men who praise and puff him,

Goethe.

the

editorial from the New York Trébuneis
just as good to read now as on New
Year's morning :

Most of us in the beginning of the New
Year make plans for our actions, and
plenty of resolu ions as tu our future motives. It is not the place of the Tribune
these
a sermon concerning
to preach
things; hat the Silt account ‘of a life
prove a sug1875 may
which ‘ended in
bearin

direct

much

with

story

gestive

Presbyterian

wife

who

keeps,

the way he should go. A few
J +himin
days since one of the deacons was absent,

following

in the

The moral contained

' A RATLROAD DEACON.
This was the way it happened in a town
not far from Elmira: ‘“ Ove of the regular "attendants at Central Church is a
railroad con“uetor, ' He is regular, not
so much for any personal “inclination, for
Citlwinism, as from the fact that he has a
first-rate

uit.
A STORY FOR THE NEW YEAR.

and our conductor was requesied to pass
the plate. Of course he a-seuted.
For
ibe rs dozen. pews everpthing, passed
off well,
re was
a
regular
finan
shower of
a
and
dimes, and the

railroad man watched sharp but ‘couldn't

see that anybody * got away) without respondig.
Finally he came (oa seat
where the occupant was either busted or

disinclined, for he shook his head but
made no attempt
on his
pocket, ‘The
conductor looked

at him sharply,

cash appeared:

Then

he

but

no

nudged

his

shoulder and softly called, ¢ Tickets,

sir!

It Again the man’s head wagged horizontal
on these motives and plans of ours.
ly, but the stamps didn't come.
¢ Pass,
was hardly what you could call an ob- then I" whispered the conductor, Still no
scure life; the man from his earliest boy- response.
Just as the railroad chap was
hood had both the purpose and knack of about to call up the fireman and brakeHe
public.
the
keeping himself before
man to help pitch the impecunious worwas by no means, be it understood, a shiper out of doors, the regular deacon
fraud or dissembler; he had a keen sense came in and relieved “the proxy.
The
of justice and of human rights
d never
conductor says he believes in running a
dvance
oR
did
which
cause
u
espoused
Mpown as church the same way as you would a
both. He first made himself
railroad train,—il a man won't pay, or
the advocate of the public school system haso'. a pass, let him git.”
where
in one of the border Sluve States,
rere
He
education wus at the lowest ebb.
at the

eighteen

was a young lellow--not.

time—working at the anvil by day, and
studying

Latin,

Constitution,

the

and

Dugald Stewart, at night. In a NewEngland village he could have run easily
in the ordinary groove up the -hill of
knowledge;

the track is there ready laid ,

the laziest passenger is dragged
up almost against his will. But in
neighborhood of well-fed planters, whose stables were filled with the best racing stock
in the Stages, and whose book-shelves

with The Spectator, Burke, Beaumont and

Fletcher, he was not likely to find much
help from outside, or to have any clear
idea of how best to help himself. = The
one thing he did know was that he meant
to win

fame,

power,

and

money.

only capital was his brains.
Colonels

and

shod, who

loaned

Majors

As

whose

him

books,

His

for these

horses
who

he

patron-

ized and bousted of him as a species of
Blind Tom or Learned Pig, he hated them
all with the virulence and foree. which a
heavy-jawed, fat, lymphatic man
puts into his hate,

he

would

It he

have

had

been

been

a

one of

them,

Conservative,

holding to every at m of his power; as it

was, he was a radical, a believer in public schools, newspapers, abolitionism,—
anything which should turn the wheel,
lift him

and

his congeners,

patrons in the dust.

and grind

His articles

his

(in be-

half of the publie schools) roused a fury
of debate in the country, but they some-

how did not help the cause a whit.
The war gave him a chance to

‘Abe surface,

He

was

a

reach

member

of

the

State Legislature, Spoke often. and vehemently ; nobody denied his weight and
force, but somehow his own party dis-

trusted him.

It was a time

when

every

man became a judge, ‘his own life and
property ‘being in the: balance; leaders
were put to-sharp, ‘decisive trial; there
was something rotten, everybody feit, be-

low all of this man’s courage and

love of

liberty.
The measures which he urged
were the best measures; nobody brought
such logic or elogueneceto their. defense ;

yet when they were adopted

he

was

left

in the lurch, without office or emolument.

He went into the army ; became captain,
colonel, brigadicr-general.
Titles were
cheap, He desecved thew, ton, probably.

No volunteer officers bad a detier know-

ledge of tactics, or cooler courage in the
field. But his men did not follow him
readily. There was no sense of kinship’
between hin and “them; he Tatiged the
magnetism of a generous

purpose;

of any

BALLOONING AT

THE OENTENNIAL.

Among the marvels and attractions at
the Cedtennial ‘celébration will be an
aegonautic” observation, of which Mr.
Samuel A King, the distinguished aeronaut, will

bave

the management.

It

is

Mr. King’s intention to construct a number of new balloons of the strongest sjlk,
expressly for use during the continuahce
of the celebration, with which ¢¢ captive”
ascensions will be wade daily. - These
balloons will be capable of carrying from
six to ten persons cach, and they will be
allowed to ascend to an altitude of from
one to two thousand feet, the trip lasting
from twenty minutes to half an hour.
Strong ropes will be attached to the balloon, and they will be drawn down again
by a windlass worked by steam.
Every
pracaation will be taken by Mr. King to
prevent

the

possibility

his well known

of accident,

skill

and

ecarefulness

sufficient assurance that no

danger

and

js

need

be apprenended. The gas used will be
hydrogen which possesses much greater
ascensive power than that produced from
coal, Works for the manufacture of the
gas will be erected on the ground.

In addition to the regular ‘ captive”

aseensions, Mr. King

will

twice

or

three

times cach week make * free” asceusions
—that is, regular aerial trips, for

the

ac-

commodation of those desiring to indulge
m that exhilarating pastime.

One

of the

halloons used for these trips will be the
large and beautiful ‘‘ Buffalo,”
When
the balloors. are not in use— during
stormy weather and at night—they will
be kept ready filed and boused in a building to be cquspructed for the purpose.
This
enterprise will doubt'eéss prove
an interesting - and popular feature of
the great celebration, and under the
| personal direction of Mr. King, who is
without question the most accomplished
aeronant of the present day, must also be
successful and remunerative.
re
Ap Mpls

THE MORAL EFFECTS OF HURRY.
To the thoughtful, the moral eonsequences of tension and buiry are very

saddening: to the-physician, their

physi-

cal results are a matter of profound concern, for their grave evils come under his

daily observation.

No evolution of force

can take place with undue rapidity without

damage to the machinein whichthe trans-

tormation is effected.
Express rail-way
stock has a much shorter term of use than

‘hat reserved for slower

traffic.

The law

purpose, indeed, outside Pe Piniselt. ‘It is universal that intensity and duration of
was soon discovered that he was note-ef;. action are inversely proportional. Tt is,
ficient in the field, aad he was shelved ; theretore, no matter of surprise to find

and after (be war was over his brief mil-

itary record wasifovaoiten,;

He came

New York,

street

went

into

Wall

to
with

but little capital, but 4 keenness of judgment and foresight that approached intuition.
He "made money
haud over
band, and then suddenly withdrew from
the market. His oie were: not to: ik
simply rich map. He
became
a member

that (be human nervous

system is no ex-

ception to the law, The higher salubrity
of'rural over urban life is not entirely a
matter of fresh air and exercise. . Rural
life involves leisure and pause in work,
which are very essential to the maintenanceof the nervous system in a state of
due nutrition. emitting spasm soon

cénses altogether. = The

tension of life

of a leading Christian Any hig ‘hame ‘produces weakness at the very ‘place
was forever blazoned ‘in the - papers as where strength is most needed... The
foremost. in every good word and work, damage dong to the health’ of the most
and there can be no doubl that the man valuable part of the community, the bestwas faithful to the doctrines he professed trained thinkers, most useful workers, is
8 far as he understood them.
The incalculable. . Work ‘and’ worry, * though
trouble was that he understood them nt proportional, are closely. connecied,
Solely by the light of his own’ tremen- afdan excess of the former soon entails
dous egotism. Christianity was a fitting an increase in the latter beyond the limcompletion—a polish to his public charac- it§ which'the nervous system’ ean bear
ter, he adopted it, therefore, just as he with impunity, especially under the conwould
have
done
Mobhammedanism, ditions under which work has to be done.
For the same reason he was known as an

Phe machinery for organizing the work of

day-school, Missionary and Young

a’ community has to be rigid and inflexible, and in. the strain. involved in bringing a changing organism into harmony
with a machine, the former must inevitably suffer.— London Lancet.
gn Anat

éminent: humanitarian; he founded libraries, endawed a femalersehool for the
blacks in a Southern city, used the Sunhristian works and engindty

advancement of success as

for

Men's

his own

he had used

all streel or his military office,

Now comes the odd part of the story.

¢ never advanced or achieved any success beyond that glarerof puffery of which

verybody

knows

the

worthlessness.

is library and college were sonducted
notin the mode to help the beneficiaries,
ut as advertisements of the ** public.
‘pirited donor,”
People looked suspiSously at every benevolent society or un-

IRELAND.

Ireland puts her best foot forward on
whichever side you approachher., Within,slie is barren and bleak,and awfully un-

t did not sounda trumpet in the streets.

b. (Antime, this great philanthropist had
he Personal

friends.

Intolerant

selfi-h-

These ver, peop o woul

ve you a

Soho

‘spot.—Charles

Warren

Stod-

rd.

:

all

interest

this life, and naturally begin thinking

in

of

considerable size you wonder how they
‘manage to keep it up,
There is plenty
of lind there, mest of it rich and mellow,

on by the hearth ‘at home or at the one to work it, or, worse, those who have
¢. One child after .another left his remained at home and are willing to

of St. Elizabeth

could

As we sit in our hotel windows awuiting the moment of depdrtuve, we enjoy a
last tableaux of Cairo. A long
train of
camels files by, each one attached fo the

tail of the ome preceding. They march
on erect beneath the large building stones

31

estant from the hysterical ambition for an

of whom at her burial testified to the respect
and love which her seven years of residence
among us hud awakened toward her in their

through a more 1telligent creed, of a
vigorous and practical understanding.

ters

nature, and in the presenee,

These

have

hardly

passed

when there follows a wedding procession.
At the head pipesa piper upon a reed,
whieh squeaks mightily ; then two drummers supply with great volume what the

reed lacks in sweetness.
long

Now

follow

lines of Arabs,arm in arm, across the

highway ; then the bridegroom, bestraddling a donkey. Throngs kiss his hands,
and prophesy happiness.
Now follow
women ; thickly ‘vailed walks the bride
between two bridesmaids, who support
her, and seem to address her

with

mach

gesticulation, as if to tease her; but perhaps they are giving her lessons in mari
tal matters.
Four gasly decked boys
er head, and she
bear a canopy over
moves with the air of a stage-queen. Bebind these, with mach talking and shouting, come the rabble; and the vile little
doukey-boys,

congregating

in

numbers

‘the

lowing facts which will greatly interest
students of sacred musi¢, and especiully

ably. attributed

Yorkshire

to Dr.

Croft.

Exhibition,

In

however,

2

Mr.

Denby.

the

there

This book belongs to

r. Thomas 8. gTurner, master of St.
Philip’s Schools, Leeds. It was * licens
ed February 12, 1687-88,’ and printed by

Jno. White, sen, of York, for Abm. Barber, bookseller of Wakefield, who also re-.

vised nd corrected it, Toe music notes

most interesting to musical

people gener-

ally, and fo this district in particular, as
the probability is that ¢ Mr. Denby,’ the
composer of a hymn-tune admittedly one
of (he finest we posses, was a West Riding if nor a Leeds. man Dr. Croft was
born in. 1677, and was therefore only ten
Years old when this book was published.

INDIFFERENCE AT HOME.
Ingratitude and indifference sometimes
mar the eharacter of men.
A husband
returns from his business al evening.
During his absence, and throughout the
live long day, the wife has been busy
with mind and hands preparing

some lit-

unexpected

pleasure

tle surprise,
to make

some

his home

more

attractive

than

ever, He enters, seemingly sees no more
of ‘what has beer done to please him than
if he were a blind man, and has nothing

leading

countries

of Europe,

led to the

conclusion that Switzerland was unparalleled on the continent for the progress
of its schools during the last twenty-five
years, and for popular interest in education.

In proportion

to its means and op-

portunities, it is doing better even

than

Germany.
To confirm this view, I need
cite bat two of the concurring witnesses.

In a recent debate in the House of Commons, Dr. Playfair said:
¢“ In Switzerland a once miserable peasantry have be-

come happy, prosperous, and contented,
and have been made so by an education

much higher than

bas ever been atiempt-

ed in this couniry.”
ister

ol

M. Duruy,

instruction

that *¢ the effect

education

in

late min-

France,

reported

of the national system of

in Switzerland

had

been

to

empty the poor-houses and jails.” The
cost of education in Switzerland is for
them immense—far- greater than that of

the

army.

In

contrast,

France

spends

fifteen times more for the army than for
schools, and even in:liondon, Vienna, and
Berlin the war budgets are in excess of

the education budgets.
More

‘than

any

other

country of Eu-

rope, Switzerland is the home of industry.
Her mechanics are educated and
skillful. Though hemmed in by mountains,

without

a

seaport,

with

no

coal,

with costly transportation—all freight
from the seaboard coming over foreign
territory—she threatens the silk trade of
Lyons, tikes the ribbon trade of Coventry, rivals the English in muslin and delaine, and the world in watches and woodcarving.
In the decade from 1860 to
1870, her exports of silk alone rose 147
er cent. in quantity, and 132 in value.
he Earl of Roseberry, president of the
English Social Science

Association, in his

opening address, at its last meeting, says
that the cause of this rapid ‘progress of
Swiss manufacture’ is plainly *‘ the com- |
plete and special education which she
gives in primary schools, and practical
schools, and trade schools, and secondary
schools, and

cantonal

schools, all topped

u by the great Polytechnic Tustitdto at
Zur ch.
The Swiss manufacturer lives
simply ; he is master of his business; and
his. workmen,

with

whom

bh:

is in per-

petual contact, respect him for this. Master and servant have been at the same
school learning their craft, and they know
it thoroughly.” Such is the character of
that free people, who “have just vobed to
make compulsory education universal,.
>)

LADY JANE GREY.
Here

drawn

isa.

picture of Lady Jane Grey,

by Mr. Froude in his History of

England:
Jane Grey, eldest daughter of the Duke

of Suffolk, was nearly the same.age with
Edward. Edward had been precociousto
a disease; the aclivity of his mind had
been a symptom, or a cause of the weakness of his bedy.. Jane Grey's accomplishments weté as extensive as Edward's ;
she ‘bad aequired a degree of learning

rare

in matured

men, which

she

could

use gracefully and could permit to be
seen by others withont vanity or conscious.

ness. Her character was developed With
her talents. At fifteen she was learning

Hebrew, and could write, Greek; al gixteen she corresponded with Bullinger in
the

language, and

speaks

more

the household.—Ger.

Tel.

PAGODAS.
Pagodas

were

originally

constructed

from religious considerations. They are
sometimes spoken of as temples, but this
hardly seems a correct definition. Temples are frequently found in connection
with pagodas, and

such,

doubtless, haye

the preference over those which are not
near a pagoda. These buildings are supposed to, ward off evil influences and to
attract the favor of Buddha. Education
will attain@ higher standard, business will
be brisker,
#he
dant,

and

a

prosperity will

crops wili be
greater

more abun-

degree

of

general

characterize that commu-

nity which Fossesshs one or more of these

pagodas.

They

are

often

made the

re-

ceptacle of Buddhist relics, or the sacred
books which inculcate this system of wor-

ship and

belief.

A pagoda also some-

times serves the purpose of a monument,

containing within its walls the remains of

a priest or nun who-e life has been marked by special devoutness and self-abnegation.
New pagodas are now very seldom
seen, and it

is not often

that one sees an

men of the

appeais which

old pagoda undergoing repairs.
to secure funds
pagodas, is

for the

introduced

A speci-

are circulated

repairing of old

to show what

an

important relation they are supposed to
sustain to the welfare of a community.
In the year 1837, the following paper was
circulated

among

the

officials, scholars,

and merchants of “€anton:
¢ Fellow
countrymen! The region of the country
south-east of the provingialeity of Can-

ton has an important influence on the for-

tunes of the inhabitants. All the pagodas there have had a most salutary influence

ou everything

around,

causing

the

literati to be very numerous, and the production of the soil most abundant.
eir
appearance at presentis unsightly. Therefore, to secure the return of happy and
prosperous times, they ought to be repaired.”— Missionary Herald.
4944

DON'T BE TOO SENSITIVE.
There are people—yes, many people,—
always looking out for slights.
They
can not carry on the daily intercourse of
the family

fense is

without finding

designed.

= They

that some of-

are

as- touchy

as hair triggers, If they meet an acquaint-

While the effects of the Reformation in

England had been chiefly visible in the
outward dominion of .sconndrels, and in
the eclipse of the national character, Lady

Jape Grey had lived to show that the de-

are following

MR.

WILLIA

Editor

of

|

~

On
/)

“Aor

some - unfortunate

word,

taciturnity, mistaken

for.

or

momentary

an

insult.

To

say the least, the habit is unfortunate. | It
is far wiser to take the more charitable

view of aur fellow-beings, and not suppose that a slight

is intended

neglect is open and direct.

unless the

After all too,

life takes-its hues in p great degree from
the color of our own mind. If we are
frank and

generous, the world

treats

us

kindly ; if, on the contrary, we are suspicious, men learn to be cold and cautious
to us. Tet'a person get the reputation of
being “touchy,” and everybody is under
réstvaint, and in this’ way the chances of

an imaginary offense is vastly

who
them

at

{

i
wrmony,

on

always

liv!
in
each other,

he

insure

an

insertion.

Brevity

of brotherhood was.
years, death having

fmportant,
Not more than a single square
can well be afforded to any single obituary.

Verses ave’ inadmissible.

.

Mrs. SARAH A. Trickey died in Dover,N. :
H., Dec. 24, 1875, aged b9 years and 8 months,
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er members about two years ngo.

ness towards his jamily, and
human

kind

that

Tlie

m

deceas-

‘Preparatory,

in his native

town,

a chanty for

but

W. 8. Stockbri

Miss Abbie ry

or

death

wus

quiet

cially

to

his

bereaved

widow

and

grief:

SARAH R. THOMPSON
died suddenly in
Great Falls, N. H., aged T4 years and I1
months.
She went to the school-house on
Union street, with her little niece,at 2 o’clock,
P. M., and returning home fell in a paralytic
fit, and expired at about 4 o’clock the same
afternoon.
She embraced religion many years
ago
and
united with the Freewill Baptist
chureh in this place. and continued a faithful,
worthy’
member till
led up higher.
She
was & conscientious Christian, a loving sister
and an amiable friend, beloved by all who
- knew her best.- She leaves a very dear sister
and some other relatives who deeply, mourn
her absence.
May the Master comfort them in
their hours of lonely sorrow.
Ww. P.

Knapp,

life.”

Com.

MARY C. BARRUS diedin E'ton, N. Y., May
1, of scarlet fever, after a brief illness ot twenty hours, aged 16 years and 10 months.
FRANCES, wife of Major Wescott, died in
Anson, Me., Sept, 7, 1875, aged 77 vears.
Sister W. was born in Gorham, Me., met with a
change of heart at the age of 16, united with
the F. B. church in that place, where she remained u worthy member until she with her:
husband moved to Anson, about 43 years
since, and in a short time they joined the
church in Siarks, where she remained a worthy Christian until death.
Her life was mark
ed with Kindness.
Having done all things
well she closed up lite’s toils peacefully, and
passed away to her rest. 8he leaves an aged
husband and five children to mourn the loss
of a pious wife and a kind and affectionate
mother.
JOHN SPINNEY.
JESSIE MAY, only child of E. C,and M, C.
Harmon, died in Limington, Jun. 8, aged 22
months.
Thus another lovely
flower
and
parental joy of earth is safely shielded in
heaven,
A. G. HILL,
LYMAN D., son of Stephen B.
Irish, died in Dunleith, Illinois,
of consumption, aged b1 vears.

and Abigail
January 11,

MARDEN Foss died in Garland, Me.,
16, 1870, aced 88 years and 4 months.

Dec.
The

subject of this notice was born in what is now

Strafford, N. He, where he lived nearly forty
years.
Hethen
moved
with his family to
Charleston, Meé.,” aid lived there about two
ears; thenee he moved to Garland, where he
ived until his death.
He leaves a large circle
of friends who ure comforted with the hope
that he rests in-peace,
L. HUTCHINS,
DEA. GEORGE
BEAMER died in Lansing,
Mich., Jan.8, aged 77 vears.
Uniil within a
few years he lived in Canada, where many of

our ministers

enjoyed

the

hospisality

ERR

;

3)

ot

their departed futher to the silént tomb, in
compliance with bis dying request.
The last
hours and the obsequies left the impression
upon our hearts that to die the death of the
Christian fs. worth thé" best efforts of our
lives. Rev. Bro. Straight preached on the
funeral occasion a very solemn discourse from
2 Cor. 6:1. Our dear, aged father in Israel
chose his funeral text, and the minister to
preach upon it, over three years ago,
It was
a fitting circumstance and a comfort to all our
hearts.
None are left to repine, for all feel
that for bim ** to die was gain.”
When the
writer bade him
farewell, he said,
*“ I am
almost home.”
Truly, a good man fas found
that dying 18 but going home,

;

J. MALVERN.

Departmen; German,

TORTHWOOD

HAYES, Sec. Trust: es.

SEMINARY .—NORTH-

woop, N. H.
F. L. EVANS, A. B,, Principal.

Didatics,

—

Prtn

Ak
:
of Normal

Mental and Moral

Miss ELLA C. HURD, Musie.

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studie
Board for clubs, either for ladies or gehtle
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in famili
:
including rooms, etc jim 33.30ty $2.70 per week. ©
For furthor particulars, address the Secretary,
.
C. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield, Me.
3

TICHOLS

LATIN

SCHOOL.—FRITZ

IN"W. BALDWIN, A. M., Principal, with

t ree Assistants.
Tue location of this

.
school,

near

the college

ani! theological school, affords many

advantages

which are very important to students during their
preparatory course.
The special work of the
school is to prepare students for college, and
every effort 16 made to do this in as thorough a
manner as possible.
Send for a catalogue.

Expenses

are

moderate.

Lewiston, Me.

LENDAR for the 36th Academical Year,
Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
Winter Term opens
December 6, 1875.

ib]

Term opens

March 21, 1876.

The Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.

ILLSDALE
COLLEGE.—The
next
term and year of this Institution will
commence Dec. 1, 1875, with a Board of twenty
Professors and Instructors. There are eight departments and courses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library contains four thousand vol:
umes.
The

There is also a Theological
location is excellent, and

buildings,
ment

every facility

is furnished.

Expenses

from

per year. Aid is rendered
tor the Christian ministry.
For

catalogue®

or

Library.
with the

new

for study and improves
$120

students

to

$150

preparing

other information,

address

D. W. C. DURG!N, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale,

Mich.,

June 22, 1875.

;

NEW
HAMPTON INSTITUTION:.—A.
+X
B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight as-

‘sociates.
Six regular courses for both sexes.
of ten weeks each.

Four ternss

CALENDAR:
Winter Term

closes Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation one week,
Spring Term begins Monday Jan. 31,1875,
Spring Term closes Friday, april 7, 1876
;
Vacation two weeks.

Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
Summer Term closes Thursday, June 29, 1876.
For further particulars, ARR to the Principal,
E.C.
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H.. July 20.1875.

DIKE
it

SEMINARY —

ta

CALFNDAR.
Spring Term opens Murch 16, 1875.
" This School was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No
primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged courses ot study.
nary and English Course.

students for
thorough

The Classical, SemiWe are prepared to fit

any college in the land, orto givea

English

and

Scientific

the active duties of life.
dress the Principal,

preparation

For full catalogue,
TRVING

EST VIRGINIA
INGTON, TAYLOR

for

ad-

B. SMITH.

COLLEGE,—FLEM
CO0., WEST VIRGINIA

This Institution offers to- students important
ard peeuliar advantages.
For particular informatiion send for a Circular to

REV. W.COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

LINTON GROVESEMINARY,
WEARE, N. H.
:
Winter Term begins Tuesday, Deceml er 5, 1875.
H.S. COWELL A.B. Principal.
For circulars, address the Principal
augll

Weare, N, H.

; IDGEV]ILLE COLLEGE.—The Spring
in Term will open March 2, 1875, and closes
June

The

10,

1875,

Summer

Term

.

will open

.

June 15th; and

close September 2d.
The
Fall Term will open September
close November 25th.
For Catalogue, address the A

WM.

7th, and

REED,

Ridgeville,

Ind.

1

ATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.—~FALL TERM, 1875.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Auust. 21th, For further information address the
resident, O. 8. Cheney,
D. D., or Professor John
Fullonton, Lewiston,

Maine.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY.—
I WATERBURYCENTER,
VERMONT.
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, with tour
assistants.

:

, CALENDAR.

Fall Term of 12 ‘weeks opens Aug. 81, 1875,
Winter Term of 12 weeks opens Nov. 80, 1875,
Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 29, 1876,
Expenses moderate.
For frther information address Rev. L, Sar.

ent, Waterbury
ill, N. H.

Center, Vt,

or the
» A

Principal,

USTIN
ACADEMY .~CENTER
STRAFFORD, N. H.
8. C. KIMBALL; A. M,, Principal, and

REV.

Professor of Latin and Greek.

Competent teach

ers assist. Rooms for self-boarding and board in
private families at reasonable rates. Board in
clubs $2. Apply early.
ga-Free tuition to students who
try in view.

have the minis-

Two full courses, English and Classical,
The Faculty, by imparting instruction ina thor.

ACADEMY .—G. F. CHASE.

ELIHU

M.,

WINTER TERM of 18756 begins November 30.

Spring Term, of 10 weeks, bégins Feb. 15, 1876.
For particulars, address the
principal or
Lebanon.

yA.

cience.
Miss LINDAIC.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Rotany.
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normgal clagses,

Goncatromal,

WwW.

LE

A

Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.,
ncipal

of his

happy home.
For over half a century he lived
a consistent member of the F. B. church.
Three years ago the wife of his
youth took
ber departure for the *‘ Land of the Blest.”
Three of their beloved children also precéded
him. Nine sons and two daughters, one of
whom is the widow of our lamented brother,
. L. B. Starr, stood around him in his last
illfiess. The evening before his spirit took its
flight he called his children and lo ed ones to
his vide and gave them his parting blessing.
About nine months previous he was married
to the widow of Rev. Wm. Collins, once pustor. of our church, in, this city, who, in her

Jess ue Principal,

AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE —PITTSFIELD, ME.—Courses of st
for both sexes, Coll
Preparatory, No
A
Classical, Scent: 3¢.
rms, ten weeks.
all
Term begins Augas
1875.
Winter "Term Doging November 8, 1875,
_ Spring /'Term beging Feb. 7, 1876.
!
)

of John-

son, Rhode
Island. At twenty years of age,
she married John Hooper Tifft and removed
to New Hampshire,
hen forty years old she
experienced religion and united with the Freewill Baptist church, to which she remained
devotedly attached to the day of her death.
She removed to Sycamore with her family in
1851.. She was a kind and affectionate mother,
and a faithful and sympathizing friend.
She
leaves five children and numérous grandehildren to mourn theirdoss.
“ Be thou faithful
unto death, and I will give thee a crown of

:

addres

particulars

further

For

MRS. ELIZABETH TIFFT died at the resi®
dence of her son, William R. Tiff, in Sycamore, Illinois," October 19, 1875, aged 87. She

was the daughter of David

Precopira.

North Scituate, R. 1.

and

stricken sons, his gentle life remains a price.
less legacy, and his trustful and expectant
death a source of constant eonSolation.. He
bas only entered the ** Many Mansions? before
us, and as we left him there at the grave, with
the sun from x cloudless sky.flooding his open
casket and falling
like a glory upon his face,
we could only think of the eternal brightness
into whieh his spirit had entered.
There he
awaits us, and there, by and by, we will greet
him.

Principal.

WA. M.,

ring Term gloses J une Xi, 1877,

ing, and was the object and center of an affection that it would be useless to attempt to ex»

His

d

ai

Miss Hattie Arnold.
CALENDAR.
Fall Term begins Aug. 25, 187
Fall Term closes For ral
Winter Term begins Dee. 8, 1875,
Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.
Spring Term begins March 22, 1876.

Payee) life for many years before, that time.
During his connection with the church he was

words.

en

y

A. T, Sally, A. B.,

led a

peaceful,
the painless departure of the spirit
to be forever with the Lord. To his aged
mother, who still tarries this side the river, to
his brothers and remaining sister, and espe-

study.

ASSISTANTS.

;

Thirteen

had

English and

. BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.

0 he united with the Freewill Baptist|

in

to the School
Benson ir

os w.

Ladies Collegiate RL

always active in support of its worship, and
interested for the welfare of all out of Christ.
Hix religion best expressed itself in his heme.
There he kept the altar fires constantly burnpress

ice; im Slube

cirele

harsh judgment

Jovare treatment a stranger to him.

ears
chureh

send for catalogue,

as

Winter Term of ten weeks, commences Wednesday, December 1.
i
pring
Term
of elrven weeks, commences

Wednesday, February 24, 1876,
:
For further particulars address the Principal, or
E. Tasker, Secretary.
.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

ough and practical manner, by the use of the
best text-books, and by careful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued

approbation of the patrons.
:
or further information address the Principal,.
©
WARREN FOSS, Secretary.
Center Strafford, November 12, 1875.

ory

ILTON
COLLEGIATE.
INSTITUTE—WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,
IOWA.
EV. G. 8. BRADLEY,A. M. Prigcipal; MRS.
G. 8S. BRADLEY, Preceptreas, with several competent Assistants.
2
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st; 1875.
Winter Term of 14 weeks, commences Novem.

ber 30th, 1875,

-

Spring Term
14th, 1876.

of

12

weeks,

commences

March

Fer circulars write to the Presiden. Rev.

(BAKER, or to the Principal,
wh

.

Library

Sohool

le

never

y and thus their

ed was’ uniformly kind and sweetllempered
man, showing almost unusual love and tender-

I EBANON

is" specially

itidonis.

“Lydaonvile, Vt.. 187,
Dora of Trustees,
APHA
unbroken for nea
ly thirt
STITUTE ~NORTH
SCITremoved one of the oung+I LL UATE,
. I.—"This Institution ae
College

herr Parad 3 hid in SOTO,

even erecting line

4 A. M, Principal, with full board of teachers.
Pupils fitted for businegs or the best colleges.

do not patronize it, must accompany
with cash equul to ten cents a line, to

particnlar.

tree
modio

hoody a ta) useful; and respecied p
in sei lower ate, a Toms,
society,
The ol¢ Ls ernal homestead
was
early divided into ‘four farms; and ‘on these,
or full partionlars in re,
four:

~~,

PARTIOULAR
NOTICE!
Persons wishing
obituaries published in the Morning Star,

of Music

"and pneumon Erg, in g China, Me., SPUING TERM begins Tuesday, Marehs, 19767
January 11, 1876, aged 68 years and 5 months,
n’s children ang Students’ relyln
ir
He was ope of Samy
ertl
oh,
welve children, the o
y
atreduced
puiion.
thin / rocelved
most of whi
“manhood and woman-

increased.

®bituarics.

! ; 108,

Mk, SANFORD J. Goss Teach
Penmanship,
With a full complemen
of COMPOS, ana) po 3 "
Three
complete courses of
study:
Beenie, an i
ies’ course, [LR
Ry eg

father ol the
ung
fever

d |

Christ-like devotion, smoothed his pathway to
ance who happens to be preoccupied
the tomb.
As wife anid éhildren received the
with business, they atlribute his abstracfinal farewell, all hearts were bowed in grief,
tion in some Mode personal to themselves
and all eyes suffused with tears, Eight sons,
and take umbrage accordingly. They lay
two daughters, a lone mother, three ministers,
and a few friends received
his parting * God
on others the fruit of their irritability.
bless
you.” ; One sop was absent, but received
Indigestion makes them sée impertinence
same blessing.
His words were a palvriin every one they come in contact with. - the
drel’s benediction. As the sons were
the
Innocent persons, whospever dreamed of
bearérs on the oceasion of their saninted mothgiving offense, are astonished to find
er’s funeral, 80 now they bore the remains of

for her

nocence, uncolored even to a fault with
the emotional weakness of humanity.

A husband, two sons and four daugh-

survive her, most of whom

her as she followed Cbrist. May
the rremembrance of her life bring them all into the fel-

FAOTS ABOUT
AN OLD TUNE.

before the hotel,when not besieging some
easy-going excursionist, take part in the
merry procession by ‘pushing the bright more to say about it than if he were
little donkeys among them, The beasts dumb. Many a loving wife has borne in
take the brunt of the beatirg with gentle- ber heart an abiding sorrow, day after
ness, but appear not to relish the fun.—C. “day, from causes like this, until, in process of timé, the fire and enthusiasm of
S. Welles.
her original nature have burned out, and
mutual indifference spreads its pall over
SCHOOLS IN SWITZERLAND.
The Mon. B. S. Northrop, LL D.,
writing to the Independent on compulsory
education, has the following to say about
the public schools of Switzerland :
~My inspection of many schools in the

hearts.

lowship of the redéemed.

Under the head “St. Aan’s Tune”

CENTER, VT,

till death. Her consistent and b anfiful Christian life was the light and joy of the home circle, and greatly endeared her to friends, many

Grey was without fhe promise; the distinction was in the freedom of the Prot
unearthly

YNDON LITERARY INSTITUT
LYNDON

L

about19 years of age, she consecrated herself
to Christ, and united with the Free ™Buptist
church, of which she was a worthy
member

pupil of Cranmer and Ridley. The Cutholic saint had no excellence of which Jane

with which they dre laden.
They look are of the lozenge shape, with the canto
innocent, even sad; yet they are said to, fermo (or air) in the tenor.
'L'his disbristle with rage if provoked beyond covery (for so we conceive it to’ be) ‘is

measure,

8he was a native of Jackson, N. H,» where, at

be rivaled by the

may now be seen an oclayo book, in
which the tune is’ called * Leeds Tune,’

A SOENE IN OATRO.

than the mpst elaborate panegyvics of ‘admizing courtiers. She left a portrait of
herself drawn by her own band; a por
trait of piety, purity, and free, noble in-

lose

faith, but in’

the absence of all faith—that the graces

sharp and witty reply,
and ve J heh, a
graceful one, 10 ‘any remonstrance Jou those curious in
the history of tunes:
fi
be Hegel 3bom LE
*¢ A singular and interesting, discovery
mentary, un
pages
o
ver, Charlton, Bunim, Maxwell, Griffin, has béen accidentally madewitht respect (0
Mrs.
C, Hall, and a host of other nov-. the well-known h A tune, w an has
elists, in any hovel you enter,
But for been treated by
Bach, Macfurren, and
the unbounded
god humor of Pat and other less noted musicians, as a fugal subhis Biddy, Ireland would indeed be a ject. « Hitherto it hasbeen almost invari-

of it, somehow
you

oss always throws off the. cloak, of re- but it lies idle simply: because there is no
|

Re

Latin at least equal to his own; but the
matter of her letters is more striking than

u find yourself swamped in the middle

feot was not itfjthe Rfvmed

sill, where the pet Pig sored luxuriows- Leeds’ (England) Meréury gives the fol-

interesting. Some miles of peat bog will
do very well for a background, but when

“faking which carried his, name ds a your latter end. Ireland is so lonesome,
ag of triumph, * Quiet, devout believers: 80 melancholy, so thoroughly forsaken,
reminded each other that the Great Mas- that when you come upon a town of any
iV

in

i-

O. E.

anglb

.

)

—————

—

an———

- Funeral,
+

lic pulse and

sounded public

low in October, as in March.
. Poetry is spoiled by the addition of a sinA young lady, after listening to
gle word.
her lover's: description of the setting sun,
exclaimed, ¢ O Alphonzo! Alphonzo! what
asoul you have for art! You were made
for a great painter!” Her father, unexpectedly close behind,added, ‘‘and glazier.”

ob-

dl
lip

The people of Bath, Me., are astonished
movement
at the success of the temperance

Prof. Marsh has secured 2,500 volumes
of Japanese literature for the library of
LE
Yale College.

The Maine State Woman's Temperance
the
convention will be held at Belfast on
fifteenth of March.
The Bowdoin boat club has voted unanithis
mously to send a crew to Saratoga
:
year.
There are 142 prisoners in the New
Hampshire State prison, including seven

Two hundred operatives are thrown

0

of Boston.
ishment in the public schools

Ex-President Cummings, of Wesleyan
University, is editing Butler's Analogy.

The Illinois Normal School has lost Pres-

ident Edwards by

A nail factory at Cortland,

Y.,

N.

lected Professor

es whose

has

movement against the
An jmportant
Carlist insurgents has begun from San Sebastian, under General Moriones.
The Spanish government will soon grant
amnesty to a large number of political prisThe

labor

troubles

continue.

Six hundred weavers, at Macclesfield have
and a portion of the
been locked out,
North Wales colliers have struck for higher wages.

Twelve

Russian

merchants

have been

transported to Siberia for supplying arms
to Turkey.
The Dominion government has decided
to repair the Lachine canal, in order to
_ give employment to the idle laborers of

Montreal.

w

A thousand more colliers have struck
- North Wales, owing to the reduction
'

in
of

Germany has made her preparations for
the Centennial, and the inspector of build-

ings has

already

started

for

at Northfield, Minn.,

Carleton Co

:
English

in school-

Kansas has expended $8,989,084

of over
houses, and has a school fun
reasing.
ly
constant
is
which
00,
$1,000,0
Hon.Alonzo Abernethy,superintepdent of
instruction for the state of Iowa, has accepted the presidency of Chicago Universi
ty, to which placé he was elected a few
weeks since by the board of trustees.

.

oners.

books are authorized to be used

in the schools ; the principals to sell books
to the pupils at wholesale prices, and account to the book publishers.

<i
-

FOREIGN.

resignation, and has se-

Edwin C. Hewitt as tem-

porary head.
The Chicago board of education, at its
last meeting, adopted a resolution providing for making the principals in the several
schools the agents for the publishing hous-

received an order for 800,000 tons of horse
shoe nails.

Philadel:

It

is

indispensa-

ble in all forms of labor requiring the exercise of vision of minute objects that the
worker should rise from his task now and
inspirations with
then, take a few deep
closed mouth, stretch the frame out into
the most erect posture, throw the arms

backward and forward, and, if possible,
step toa window or into the open air, if
Two desks or tables
only for a moment.
in a room are valuable for a student; one to
stand at,the other to sit at.—Dr. D. F. Lincoln.
O--0-0-0
>+ro+e

THAT.

An accurate
Cur Feep ror HORSES.
farmer has furnished the Country Gentleman a statement of his experiment with

feeding cut feed and

meal

to his horses,

has

received

to

$

endow a chair of

natural science.

In his inaugural address, as President of

Dennison University, Ohio, Rev. Elisha B.

Andrews made a vigorous defense of sectarian colleges, contending that to put high-

er education inthe hands of the Govetn-’
ment is not only impolitic, but wrong in
;
principle.
~The books, pamphlets and documents of

the Wisconsin
65,701.

Historical Society number

‘The library is generally consider-

ed the best in the northwest,

It embraces

full departments of history, statistics, sci-

ence, genealogy,

and American

and

En-

glish literature.

Wisconsinfhas an institution for the edu-

cation of the Deaf and Dupib with 147 fn-

mates; and an Industrial School for boys
with 800 inmates.
’

chopped straw is- then treated with

corn

about a bushel of cut feed and three quarts
of the mealand
Sometimes hay

bran twice in each day.
is cut instead of oat-straw

or both are mixed.

Itis found

that two

hundred pounds per week of this: mixture
of corn-meal and bran, added to the cut
feed, will keep a pair of working horses in
This, he is satisfied
the best condition.

from experiment, is less than two-thirds

dry and
cost of keeping them on. uncut,
whole grain. The corn-meal alone is not
go good for horses as when mixed with

known,

a

of

addition

the

instead of soda,

gallons of water,

being

sufficient

large

$37
flenives.
No. 1, ¥ toe2000 @21

5

Sd

r to good..10

farm dairy.

12

§.

:. 8 : in

BIBLE WAREHOUSE.

lopuprrabii$00 @i100

00 (Onions,

>

bbl...

’
ox
Peas, ¥ bushel— .
box? @. 28 | Canada....135 gl
¥
pekid, #bbl 200 @ 575 Potatoes, ¥ bushel—

St. Louis ext..... @ 650 | sweet,
Medium

Poultry,

¥

In

Illinois and Indiana—

CORTHC.

+ «vse 900

@l000

Mi

fine.......1200

@l3 00

and Ohio—

ed at.its effects.

following simple
The
VENTILATION.
method for ventilating ordinary sleeping
is recommended by
. and dwelling-rooms
Mr. Hinton in his ¢ Physiology for Practical Use:” ‘ A piece of wood, three inches
high and exactly as long as the breadth of

West. ext.12 00 ¢13 50
§1700
ext 16 00
F'mily

@ 360
rn Meal...325
@ 9 00
Oat Meal....625

50
Oil Cake, ¥ ton... @65 00 |Pork, prime 15 00 $15
FRUIT.

$2.00 a

The consumption of crabs is so great in
creatures

Ailion

Bott shell.....21 @. 28

€88......21 00 0
AT
... 2300
00

the window, is to be prepared. Let the
sash be now raised, the slip of wood placed

age will grow grass, and mangels, and
celery, and cabbages, and rhubarb, and evproduce

manure

them;

BIBLES!
SALE.

one hu!
be seen at least

windows may

ferent styles.
. Teachers’ Bibles, with

or

but

it has been also ascertained that the cost of
the original outlay and of the current labor
connected with its use for these purposes

has generally more than swallowed up the
returns, enormous as they have been,

says
sortment
ever 0

|“taddien ¥ B.13js. 18

8, ¥
10.
13
Citron. ..cosmnesion @. 2 Hams, smoked.13 @.
943. 10
Currants. ..coeeese @. 7\|Hogs,¢
Dates¥
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SALT--@ hhd.

xX

# box 275 @8a28500
Ormiges

|Cadiz........ 200 ¢ 220
Raisins, layer.....
....@8 10 [Turks Island 190 @ 2 00
Muse.
i
Liverpool....200 @ 22

GRAIN.
Corn, ¥ 5 bs—

bag fine... 32 @ 2 50
Coarse fine..140 ¢ 150

Clove
al
mixed. .65 @., 66 |
No. 2

sn
Plow

[Ames

Co.]

Wheat........100
@1 50 [Clover, red..... 14 0. 15
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half the quantity of soap ordinarily required. For light fabrics and cambrics a moderate quantity is to be used; but for articles which require to be made stiff, a
Bestrengthened solution is necessary.
ing a neutral salt, it does not affect the
textureof linen in the slightest degree;
and as it softens the hardest water, it is
much used in washing generally.
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the temperature of the lower part of the
room is apt to be 10 or 15 degrees lower

to cost $141,000.

The School Committee has again defeated the proposition to abolish corporal pun-

using

winter,

meal and bran mixed in about equal quantities-as to weight, so that each horse has

Providence, R. I., is discussing the project of erecting a new high school building

of employment by the burning of Carpenter & Co.’s mills, at North Hoosick, New
York.
,
The reduction in the consular and diplomatic appropriation bill will reach $400,
000.
About 1,400 miles of new railroad will
be completed this year, which is much bet:
ter than was expected.
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school fund of Ohio for 1876 are $1,687,870.-
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Slippers are bad.

acconipanied with weighing and measuring.
He cuts oats and straw about an inch long
with a raw hide cylinder machine; and this
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females.
New York is flooded with counterfeit
five-cent pieces.
Three English theaters and one German
theater give Sunday performances in Chicago.
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temperature in work-rooms ought not to
To sit with imexceed 60 or 65 degrees.
punity in a room at a lower temperature
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touching ever delivered in Congress.
the House, Mr. Knott's was regarded withHe dwelt particularly on
especial interest.
Mr. Wilson's generous nature, and spoke
the
with evident feeling of his visit to
Gendeath-bed of John C. Breckenridge.
of his
eral Banks commented in the course
with
care
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Presi
which the late Viceopinion,

persons

tate, in the courts at Vicksburg, Tenn. He
has failed at last, the court having decided
that his claim is groundless.
The lake survey shows that, from observations for the years 1871 to 1875, inclusive, the waters in Lake Superior are the
lowest in March and highest in September,
the difference being about eighteen inches.
In all the other lakes, low water is in
March and April, and the highest in July,

‘and

eloquent

temperature

to secure $70,000 from a dead

hung against the gallery immediately over
the presiding officer's seat. The addresses
in the Senate were, as a whole, remarkably impressive, that of Mr. Anthony being
one of the most

the

this part of the country will be thirty-four
degrees colder than the coldest days we
have. ‘Let us go to Florida and avoid it.
Jeff Davis has been trying for some time
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his ancestor by means of a lottery scheme,
as has been proposed.
It is said by scientific men that two thou-

The regular business of Congress was
suspended, on Friday, for the delivery of
eulogies in memory of the late Vice-President Wilson... The Senate chamber was
draped in black, as ithas been ever since
the death of the Vice-President, and this
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To CURE a ringworm, paint it with
iodine a few times and it will entirely destroy every vestige of it.
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To insure the careful selection of their
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train, imbedding the lower part of his bill
in the crab’s back, but the crustacean seized and crushed the upper portion in his
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them. Traveling venders of spectacles are
not to be trusted; their wares are apt to be
recommended as ignorantly and indiscriminately as in the times of the ‘¢ Vicar of
Wakefleld.” If you have to hold the pages
of Harper's Magazine nearer than fifteen
inches in order to read if easily, it is prob-

low member. = “Oh, yes, I have,” was the
reply, ‘I yawned through the whole of
your speech.”
A sea-gull of the largest size recently
swooned down on a crab in Lake Pontchar-

The House, in committee of the whole, debated at length,

the whole session,” said an M. P. to a fel-

« ¥ou haven't opened your mouth during

Senator Morton commenc‘taking action.
the resolution for an inon
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ed his remark
vestigation of the election in Mississippi,
but was compelled, from weakness, to suspend before finishing what he had to say.
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well to paste in a scrap-book

the morning.

Never study or write before breakfast by
candle light. Do not lie down when reading: If your eyes are aching from fire-light,
from looking at the snow, from over-work,
or other causes, a pair of colored glasses
may be advised to be used for a while.
Light blue or grayish blue is the best shade,
but these glasses are likely to be abused,
and, usually, are not to be worn except unAlmost all who conder medical advice.
tinue to wear colored’ glasses, having, perhaps, first received advice to wear them

to be sure,” was the reply.

without

gnd in

each,

half an hour

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

unqualified guaranty of the punctual payment of interest and principal when due,
The advantage of exchanging Government and other high priced securities into
so conservative an investment as first mort-
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(Ilinois) Statesman, which farmers will do
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not less than fifteen inches from the eye. | slanting tFellis.

Near-sightedness is apt to increase rapidly
when a person wears, in regding,the glasses intended to enable him to see distant

bill repealing the resumption act met a
similar fate, being defeated by a vote of
112 to 158. A bill appropriating $1,500, loans since 1875 at least $300,000.
Sixteen new planets were discovered
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propriation bill was
Irishman was passing
| hearty support being given to the meas- ters, when a brother
¢ by.
‘“ Why are you taking down the shuture.
* To let out the dark,
ters, Pat?” said he.
debate was con-

Equitable Building, No. 120 Broadway,
New York, with a capital of two millions
of dollars, place at the disposal of investors of all classes, in sums of $500 and up-

ed

nearly opposite the middle of the page, for

an object held slanting is not seen so clearly; (h) that the page, or other object, is

‘pal of $2,000.
The MERCANTILE TRUST COMPANY, in the
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work; (g) the page is. nearly perpendicular to line of sight; that is, that the eye is

gin, would yield $840 per annum—a gain in
interest of $140 per annum, and in princi-

a

(f) the head is not very much bent over the

Miss Benford, a lieutenant in the Confederate afmy, is now engaged in selling the
history of her life and adventures.
Slum: Gullion is the ‘classic name of a
town in Colorado.
The Lake Superior mines since 1856 have
yielded nearly 7,000,000 tons of iron.
The British Public have lost in foreign
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real estate, with double mar-

“on improved

He takes hazle rods, about two feet long,
bends them like eroquet hoops, and drives
both ends into the bed, at suitable inter=
vals, all over it. On these he trains petunias, which blossom more abundantly than
Petunias
nsual under this treatment.
have been successfully treated as if they
were sweet pea vines, and trained on a

id

el

very cold weathér? I C (icy).

shoulder;

London Garden says that a fine effect is obtained by his method of training petunias.
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best when it comes over the left

Mich, N.Y. & V

in six per cent. gold bonds, yielding $700
per annum in currency, can be sold at 120
per cent.,, and the proceeds—§12,000—invested in a good seven per cent. mortgage

=

What two letters of the alphabet indicate

Sune House. 8

Thus, $10,000 invested

and their duration.

es

ANP

The price of United States government
bonds varies from 115 per cent. to 124 per
cent., according to their rate of interest

sash will

overlap the bottom of the upper one, ‘and
between the two bars perpendicular currents of air, not felt as draft, will enter
and leave the room.”
A writer in the
TRAINING PETUNIAS.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

report a

to

etc., always take care that —(a) the room
is comfortably cool, and the feet warm; (b)
there 18 nothing tight about the neck; (¢)
there is plenty of light without dazzling the
eyes; (d) the sun does not shine directly on
the object we are to work upon; '(e).the
light does not come from in front; it is
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conditional bill, but it failed, two-thirds
not being willing to suspend the rules.
Holman’s resolution instructing the bank-

ing and currency committee

and.

lower

the

of

top’

but the
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part;

When writing, reading, drawing, sewing,

joined the Church of England.

un-

and, second, on an

born,

which faith he was

manism, in

Ro-
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cepting Jef’ Davis;

the poet, has renounced
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Swinburne,

The Senate, Monday, discussed at great
length & motion to repeal the twenty-secohd joint rule relating to counting the,
votes for President and Vice-President,
Important bills
without reaching a vote.
were introduced for the protection of the
government in issuing its bonds to the
An effort was
Palific Railroad companies.
made to get the amnesty bill before the
House again under a suspension of the
rules, to vote, first, on an amendment 'ex-
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this displacement of the sash at its lower

OARE OF THE EYES.

Young H son, Bi
Hyson Skin. ..23
Souchong.....28
Oolong... v.28
JAPAN. «yee a8T
WOOL.

Lak

gone to Egypt.
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‘Nos.1&2..28
Refuse. 14
Clapboards—
Ext. Pine.
Sap do...

“ee.

the publication of fourteen new, journals.
Bancroft Davis, Minister to Berlin, has
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on the sill, and the sash drawn closely upon it. If the slip has been well fitted,
there will be no draft in consequence of

has authorized

Government
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The Spanish
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